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PREFACE

ThiL study of college and university mergers was undertaken in
order to obtain and utilize information about the reasons for such
mergers, the process employed to achieve them, and their consequences. This stud3i is not intended to be a report about the financial stress of independent colleges and universities, although I

have touched upon the subject in my discussion. Rather, the
study provides practical information about several mergers that
have taken place and suggests guidelines for those who wish to
consider merger.
My study of mergers and closings by no means implies any. lack
of concern for the future welfare of independent colleges and universities: I believe that financial stress is a reality for a considerable number of colleges and universities, both public and
private. Furthermore, I believe that the preservation of a healthy,
vigorous independent sector of higher education is essential to the
welfare of public higher education, and vital to the maintenance
of the element of choice in a pluralistic society. As a state administrator in higher education I sought to translate these beliefs
into state government policy and practice. But these concerns
were neither the motivation for nor the subject of this particular
discussion.

--Frorn-tirne-to-time-the-Ac-adetny-for-Edueational-Developmen ,
a nonprofit planning organization for education, has been asked
to serve as a consultant in merger situationscIrcreviewing these
experiences, the Academy decided that it wduld be desirable to
make an analysis of mergers. The study was made possible by a
grant obtained from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
,

I am indebted to the staff of the Academy and others for

assistance in preparing the case studies underlying this discussion.
I would particularly like to thank those people at the colleges and

univeffiliesWho gave interviews for the case studies and made
documents and materials available to us.

7

The panel of advisors has been most helpful in reviewing the
study design and in reading thci,draft of the report itself. It has
been the panel's judgment that the report should be printed and
made widely available as quickly as possible, and for that.reason
the Academy has undertaken publication in its own name.
Winifred Thompson has been most helpful in a final cditing and
in guiding the report through publication.
It did not seem feasible to present the individual case studies in
detail. The separate story of each merger and each closing has
been a fascinating episode in itself, and many of the intriguing
details have necessarily been omitted in the interest of providing a
concise, readable, and suggestive summary of all this experience.
Much of the flavor of time, circumstance, and personalities has
been lost in the process of translating fifteen individual case
studies into a generalized framework of analysis.
I am indebted to all the case authors, to the panel members, to
Carnegie Corporation, and to my staff associates for their encouragement and assistance in the preparation of this report..At
the-same-time. it .must..be..understood that the statements made
and views expressed herein are soleIV th .. reSPOnSibility f the
author.
Washington, D.C.
October 1, 1976

John D. Millett

^

ONE

The Study
of Mergers
In its December, 1973, report the National Commission on the
Financing of Postsecondary Education observed: "Perhaps the
only unequivocal proof of financial distress among educational
institutions is their actual demise." The report went on to mention that in the year 1972-73 there were twenty-nine college
-closings, seven mergers, and six transfers from private to public
sponsorship. In the same year the commission said that forty new

institutions were opened, more than offsetting the number of
,closings.

i

Although this last statistic is suspect, since it probably arises.
from a peculiarity of campus enumeration as reported by the
National Center for Educational Statistics rather than from the
actual creation of new colleges, nonetheless the matter of mergers
among colleges and universities and the closing of colleges-hasbeen widely interpreted in the past several years as evidence of
financial distress, especially in the independent sector of higher
*National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, Financing
Postsecondary-Education -in-the-Unit ed-S rater(Washingtat: IT.S7Grovernment
Printing Office, 1973). p. 194.

-A`

education. The rapid shift in enrollment patterns from an almost
50-50 distribution between public and independent institutions in
1950 to a 75-25 distribution as of 1973 has been one indication of
possible financial difficulty for the independent sector. Various
published studies have suggested the r..Jity of financial problems
for independent colleges and un.versities. Mergers and closings
were the "final" proof of financial difficulty.
In its 1975 report More Than Survival, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching commented: "now, in the
early 1970s, colleges are failing, or merging, or changing from
private to public status, and the overall increase in the number of
campuses has slowed down."* This remark was set forth in the
context of the long-sun rate of decline in the growth patterns of
higher education in the United States. A new era was at hand,
and college mergers and closings were one important indicator of
the new state of affairs.
Moreover, in 1975 at the behest of President Ford, the Caice*
of Education contracted with two or three organizations to make
studies of the special problems confronting independent colleges
and universities and threatening their very capacity to survive.
Although none of these reports have been published or made
generally Available as of the summer of 1976, it is known that the
rmitter of mergers was given particular attention as one source of
datit about financial stress in the independent sector. Underlying
this whole concern with the future economic welfare of the independem sector was the conviction that the independent sector
represented a higher education asset of real value whose curtailment or impairment woOld betharmful to the public interest.
In its data about enrollment size .as of 1970-71 the National
Commission-en- theFirtancing-of-Postscoandary Es.i_uotion found
that 423 out of 675 independent liberal arts colleges were under
an enrollment size of 1,000 students:: this number was almost 63
percent of the total.** Nearly 90 perceht (225) of all independent
two-year colleges and 87 percent (327) of all independent separate
professienal colleges had enrollments of fewer than 1,000 stu:More Than Survival
*Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
(San-Francisco:Iossey,Bass_Publishers. 1975).p. 2.
**Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States. op.
2
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dents. The very matter of size might be one reason for financial
distress, and for mergers and closings.
In its 1971 report New Students aml New Places, and again in
its 1972 report The ;Wore Effective Use of Resources, the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education mommended
minimum and maximum enrollment size for public institutions of
higher education. These numbers were 2,000 and 5,000 for com-

munity colleges: L000 and 2,500 for liberal arts colleges; 5.000
and MOO for comprehensive universities: and 5.000 and 20,000
for doctoral-granting universities. The commission was reluctant
to set any corresponding numbers for the same kinds of independent institutions, contenting itself with some general comments

about economies of scale, reporting some study results about
costs by 5ize of institution, and recommending public incentives
and private initiatives to bring about some enrollMent growth of
independent colleges.
Ten cases of merger were chosen for detailed analysis in this
study. In chronological order these cases were:
I.

The University of BuffaloState University of New
York (1962)

2.

The University of Kansas CityThe University of Missouri (1963)

3. 'The Mellon InstituteCarnegie Institute of Technology
(1966)

4.. Case Institute of Technology--Western Reserve University (1967)
5. Vermont CollegeNorwich University (1972)
6. School of Engineering and Science, New York UniversityPolytechnic Institute of Brooklyn (197:4)
7. Marymount College Loyola University (19-73)
8.

Newton College of the Sacred HeartBoston College
1973)

9. The Western CollegeMiami University (1974)
10. Lowell State College--Lowell Technological Institute
(1975)

Five colleges closings were selectdd for study, but for reasons to
be set forth in a later chapter it is not possible to identify by name
these individual col ges. with one' exception.

11
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The ten mergers examined in this study represented a considerable variety of experience. In two instances, an independent
urban university became a campus or eatity within a multicampus
state university system.. The merger was in reality a transforma-

tion of sponsorship a shift in identity, from independent to

public sponsorship, albeit in a multicampus system rather than as
a separate entity of governance. In a third instance, an independent research institute was merged with an independent institute
of technology to form a new enlarged independent university. In a
fourth instance, an institute of technology was merged with an independent university in order to strengthen and develop a leading
research university. In another instance a two-year college for
women was merged with a mol's college in order to strengthen

both and to hasten coeducation.
The remaining five cases had their peculiar aspects as well. One
involved the merger of two similar independent schools of engineering and science brought about in major part through state
government insistence. Two other cases involved the merger of a
Catholic college for women with a larger Catholic university. The
ninth case was one of a small independent college being merged
with, or absorbed by, a much larger state university. The final
case was one of merger between a state college with an interest in
teacher education and a specialized state professional school
located in the same city in order to develop a regional state university.
No two sets of circumstances were quite the same and no two
processes were quite the same. Since one purpose of the study was
to obtain some variety of experience, this objective was realized in
full measure. The very selection of cases to be studied ensured
that there would-be Tim iteege ne rah zatio ns--to-be-made-from--a-study of these particular episodes.

By way of eon:rast or comparison, the inquiry took advantage
of an oprorytni:i, to examine two other case studies. One study
was of a "n,, 1, miss," of an attempted merger that failed to come
about. Tl cither was a case study of the merger of a Catholic
college for women with a Catholic college for men in order to
bring about the development of an enlarged Catholic college for
coeducation. Both of these episodes provided additional data a
4
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considerable assistance in developing conclusions resulting from
the ten mergers selected for study.
This study of mergers began with two principal hypotheses.
The first hypothesis was that the essential motivation for merger

is some kind of economic or financial benefit, to overcome

current financial distress or to build a broader economic base for
future operations of the resulting institution. The second hypothesis was that the process of merger or the implementation of
merger presents complexities not always foreseen or prepared for.
We suspected from earlier experience that merger is a more complicated busineis than many persons in higher education have thus
far been disposed to expect. The testing of these hypotheses and
the conclusion about their validity will be considered in the
course of this discussion.
At the outset of the study an extensive series of questions for
review and response in,each individual case was prepared. These
questions were organized under thc headings of: (1) the general
circumstances of each institution preceding merger., (2) the particular events precipitating action for merger; (3) the objectives of
merger as formulated by the participants in the merger process;
(4) the procedures or negotiations for bringing about mergers.,
(5) the actual results achieved from merger; (6) the advantages
and disadvantages to merger as now perceived by key actors in
the merger process; and (7) the conclusions of the case study
author. A different but somewhat similar set of questions was
prepared for the study of college closings.
It happens that published information is available about three
of the ten mergers examined in this study. Among the five case
studies of institutions in transition prepared for the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, Harold L. Hodgkinson included an account of the transition of the University of Buffalo
into the State University of New York at Buffalo.* In 1976 a
history of Case Western Reserve University was published which
necessarily, as its final chapter, discussed at somc length the
'Harold L. Hodgkinson, InstitutionA in Transition: A Profile of Change in

Higher Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971), pp. 160171. See also G. Lester Anderson, "The Story of an Educational Merger: The
State University of New York and the University of Buffalo," Niagara Frontier,
vol, 18 (winter 1971), p. 72,

5
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"federation" of two separate ingtitutions to become the new,
federated university.* And the president of Polytechnic Institute
of New York. with the assistance of a professional associate,
prepared in 1976 a report dealing both with the process of merger
and with the congequences of merger.** All three of these published accounts serv is a.useful counterpart to our own study. In
the discussion which follows, however, we have drawn upon our
own information and upon analysis from our individual case
studies rather than from these published materials. The availability of these three accounts has encouraged us to identify by name
the ten merger situations we studied and to refer to them by name
in the discussion set forth here.***
We encountered some disposition on the part of some individuals interviewed in the course of this study to take the position
that information about a merger was confidential, or at least 9ot
quite proper for publication. To be sure, we found among the
persons we talked with some discrepancies in their recollection of
events and some considerable differences of point of view about
who gained how much from the merger. The merger process can
engender some strongly held attitudes, and the .consequences of
merger may be viewed by some individuals as a disaster, while
other individuals insist that the consequences were entirely
beneficial. Because of these differences in point of view, we have
not identified the many persons who were most helpful in
providing us with information and were most generous in sharing
with uS their definite points of view. The path of merger does not
necessarily run smooth. Few who have been through the process
have any interest in repeating the experience.
The evaluation of consequences in quite recently accomplished
'C. H. Cramer, Case Western Reserve: A History of the University 1826-1976
(Boston; little, Brown and Company, 1976).
"George Bugliarello and Henry Urrows, Planning and Evaluating an Academic
Merger and Making It Work (New York; Polytechnic Institute of New York,
1976),

"*In addition to the published works mention'ed, there is also available a doctoral dissertoion about the merger of Western College with Miami University.
Larry J. fannedy, "A Policy Analysis of a Merger in Higher Education: Miami
University and the Western College." A copy of this dissertation was made
available by the Miami University Library.
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mergers, of course, can be only partial at best. It appears that at a
minimum it may take ten years. perhaps even longer, to achieve
the objectives of a merger and to bring about an atmosphere in
which the conflict subsides between those who believe they benefited from merger and those who believe they were seriously disadvantaged by merger. The reasons for these attitudes will be set

forth herein. But this matter of lapsed time from the date of

merger proved the usefulness of including in this study episodes
drawn from the deeade of the 1960s. Case studies of experience
occurring entirely in thc 1970s could be quite misleading, both

because of the different external environment and because of
inadequate time in which to evaluate thc consequences.
It is problematical whether or not any valid conclusions can be
drawn from such varied experience. This concern Will be considered at some length later. It does appear that certain "lessons"
are suggested from the studies we have made. Our purpose has
been to be practical rather than theoretical, to point to advantages and pitfalls in the merger process and to caution against
unrealistic expectations.
We found in the course of this study that the lay members of
governing boards tended to be more disposed toward the desirability of merger than were faculty members. Administrative officers, as is so often the case, were caught in the middle. Business
and professional leaders are familiar with mergers in the business
economy. The drive to maximize profits has apparently motivated
many business enterprises toward merger and consolidation. Size
of operation and diversity of products have been sought as a
hedge against economic change and recession. In any event,
trustees tend not to be frightened by the prospect of merger. On
the contrary. many trustees approach the subject of merger with a
baskally favorable disposition toward such action. We found no
evidence of any kind to suggest that trustees on governing boards
had been a stumbling block in the way of mergers. On the contrary, we found much evidence to suggest that trustees had done a
good deal to help bring about merger. Trustees understand the
financial concerns of a college or university. It is in this regard
that they tend to make their principal contribution to institutional
operation and viability.
The opposition to merger tends to arise within thc faculties of
7

colleges and universities. Especially in the 1970s, any talk of
mergers will be viewed in the contekt of budget retrenchment,
staff layoffs, and the threatened termination of employment security. But it must be remembered, too, that talented scholars and
teachers have often been offered facilities, programs, and research

funds by an institution; merger, even under the best circumstances, threatens to alter or wipe out these arrangements. Any
discussion of the merger of two colleges today can only be cbnsidered from the point of view of many faculty members as a
threat rather than as an opportunity.
Administrators are disposed to see the advantages of merger
and to work toward the accomplishment of merger, given certain
particular situations. Confronted with economic difficulties not of
their own making, disillusioned by their inability to match faculty
aspirations with the needed income, administrators of a college or

university are prone to welcome the opportunity to merge an
operation with another operation, hoping to bring about an
improved situation for the new, merged institution. And administrators, interestingly enough, appear to be somewhat less concerned about their own job security than do faculty members.
Maybe administrators have more opportunity to move to other
employment opportunities, particularly after they have proved
their managerial skills in negotiating a merger. Or perhaps they
have more opportunities for employment than a faculty member
does because their abilities tend to meet a wider spectrum of
educated manpower needs,
Whatever the reasons may be for varying patterns of attitude
and behavior, we shall have occasion here to explore the experience of change for several colleges and universities. This experience may or may not be relevant to future experience. This
experience may or may not illuminate or motivate further exploration at the level of actual negotiation of the advantages and disadvantages of mergers within colleges and universities. Of one
thing we can be fairly certain: the phenomenon of mergers is not
a matter of history in the United States. Whether or not we like
the situation, mergers arc surely very much an item on the future
agenda of higher education in our country.

8

TWO

The Thrust
Toward Merger
The merger of two previously separate institutions is brought
about by a variety of factors. We shall explore some principal

motivating circumstances in the present chapter. In every instance
we have studied, financial concerns were a major reason for moving toward merger, but the financial concerns were not necessarily

those of an immediate income-expenditure gap. The financial
concern might arise from a determination to achieve greater

financial strength for a combined institution than was possible for
each institution separately.
We shall,consider the financial motivation as the final or determining factor in the decision for merger. Other factors are also
important, however, and these matters deserve attention. Before
we begin their enumeration and discussion, we need to have some
general understanding about the types and enrollment size of the
institutions whose merger has been analyzed in .this study.

Of the ten casc studics undertaken, only one involved the

merger of two public institutions, Lowell Technological Institute
and Lowell State College. This kind of merger seems to have been
less prevalent in the past ten years or so than mergers involving
independent colleges and universities. Where the merger of public

17
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institutions occurs, it is likely to take the form of a consolidation
of institutions into a multicampus system under a single 'governing board. The board, and its professional staff, are then left to
figure out the future mission, programs, and resource allocation
for the separate campuses of the system. The elimination of a
campus does not become one of the major objectives of this kind
of merger. The one public merger examined here was somewhat
unusual and was included in large part for that reason.
Two mergers involved the transformation of an independent
urban university into a campus of a multicampus state university
system. One of these mergers was that of the University of Buffalo, which became part of the State University of New York; the
other was that of the University of Kansas City, which became a
part of the University of Missouri. In each instance the indepen-

dent institution had developed as a comprehensive university
providing undergraduate and graduate programs in the arts and
sciences and in various professional fields for the benefit of
students living in a large metropolitan area. For financial reasons
to be mentioned later, both institutions decided that they could

better perform their urban mission under the auspices of state
government rather than to continue as independent institutions.
While the governance structure of each was substantially altered,
and one acquired a wholly new campus, each institution actually
continued on the course previousli' set for its purposes and
programs.
In one instance, that of the merger of the Mellon Institute with
the Carnegie Institute of Technology, an independent research

body was incorporated into the operation of an independent
educational institution. This instance is the only one of our ten
case studies involving the merger of two organizations of
somewhat different purpose. The Mellon Institute had been
founded in 1913 primarily to assist Pittsburgh industries in the
development of their productive technologies. After World War 11
many of these industries created their own research and develop-

ment centers, and the development of new products and new
production processes became increasingly matters of proprietary
concern. As a result, the Mellon Institute tended to become more
heaVily involved in basic research, to seek governmental research
grants and contracts, and to recruit postdoctoral research
10

associates. Thus the mission of Mellon Institute underwent sub-

stantial change and acquired increasingly the attributes of a
higher education institution. Merger with Carnegie Institute of
Technology represented culmination of an historical process.

The merger of Case Institute of Technology with Western
Reserve University in Cleveland was one involving two indepen-dent institutions once quite distinct in mission but becoming more

and more like each other in the 1960s. After World War II
engineering education became more and more science-oriented,
founded upon the physical sciences and mathematics. As a consequence, the programs; faculty interests:and the financing of the
two institutions became more and more similar. Competition for
fine students and financial support from the philanthropic sources
of Cleveland provided impetus for merger.
Norwich University in Vermont was a relatively small college
founded in 1819 to educate men in practical arts, the sciences, and
military discipline, Vermont College had been founded originally
in 1834 as a school of theology and then had added a college for

women to its operation in 1865. In 1936 the institution had

become Vermont College, a two-year college for women. A four-

year program in medical technology had been added in 1961.
Both independent in sponsorship, *die two institutions served two

different student clienteles, one men and one women. Their
merger proceeded from the desire to bring together specialized
interests.

The Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn was an independent
school of engineering that had undergone much the same transformation as that at Case Institute, except that it enjoyed substantially less philanthropic interest and support from the New
York City community. The School of Engineering and Science of
New York University was a very similar kind of educational institution, part of a financially troubled university that had to find
drastic means for overcoming its cumulative financial deficit, The
merger of the two similar institutions was essentially a political
merger; both institutions looked to the state of New York for
financial succor.

The mergers of Newton College of the Sacred Heart with
Boston College and of Marymount College with Loyola University in Los Angeles represented the joining together of two small
11
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Ch1holic colleges for women with larger, more comprehensive
Catholic institutions, founded 'or the education of men, in major
urban communities. Several forces worked to make the efforts of
a number of Roman Catholic women's colleg..s less successful
than was originally envisaged. The integration or absorption of
Catholic families into the mainstream of the American economy
and culture proceeded more rapidly than some persons may have
expected. Catholic families themselves began to question the
cultural advantages of higher education with men separated from
women, and of higher education with a more religious than joboriented objective. Other changes in attitude took place as well,
some of them stemming from Vatican 11. The future of many
Catholic colleges for women thus became uncertain. These two
particular mergers represent one response to new circumstances.
Finally, the merger of The Western College with Miami University in Ohio represented the termination of an effort under independent auspices to provide an undergraduate education in the
immediate neighborhood of a large and prestigious state university. When Miami University was founded by the state of Ohio in
1809 as a land-grant college under the Northwest Ordinance, it
was intended to provide an undergraduate- education for men
only. Three colleges for women were subsequently founded before
1860 in Oxford. One of these was merged with Miami University

in 1929. Another went through various transformations until its
property was acquired by Miami University in the 1930s. The
third survived until 1973. Founded in 1854, Western College for
Women was modeled after Mount Holyoke and was intended to
achieve the same kind of quality education for women beyond the
Appalachians. Miami University itself became coeducational in
the late 1880s. As it was transformed into a comprehensive university of some quality, Miami provided a competition difficult
for an independent college to withstand. Conversion of Western
College to coeducation in 1971 could not halt the continuing
financial deterioration of the institution, and merger followed.
Thus, of the ten merger situations we examined, one involved
two public colleges, three involved an independent institution
with a public university, and six involved a joining together of
two independent institutions. Moreover, four of the colleges
merged with larger institutions were essentially colleges for
12
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women, colleges confronting a changed social attitude toward
single-sex higher education. Four other cases involved independent colleges of engineering. The other two involved independent,

nonsectarian, urban-oriented universities whose urban mission
could no longer be sustained under independent sponsorsh'.,. The
nature of the higher education institution had much to do with
the merger history examined here.

Geography

The thrust toward merger is conditioned by geography. In every
instance we studied, geographical proximity played a major role
in helping to bring about merger. In one instance a mere six-mile
separation of campuses was a dominant factor in bringing about
an interest in merger. In the one case we examined of a failure to
bring about a merger, the substantial geographical separation of
the two campuses was a primary stumbling block. The community that would have lost the campus brought political pressures
to bear to prevent closing of a local educational and economic
resource.

Often the proximity of two campuses makes merger an attracInstitute of Technology and Western

tive alternative. Case

Reserve University were both located at University Circle in
Cleveland; only a hedge separated the two campuses. Marymount
College had moved to the Loyola University campus in I os
Angeles to bring about a greater degree of collaboration between
the two institutions. The Western College was located across the
street frwri Miami University. In the other instances, the merged
campuses were a short distance from each other, but each shared
the same metropolitan location and each obtained geographical
advantage from merger. Norwich University continued operation
of the Vermont College campus just six miles away. Boston
College made use of the Newton College campus and located its
law school on the campus. Carnegie-Mellon University made use
of the Mellon Institute facilities for instruction and research. Only

the merger in New York City involved actual consolidation of
programs from two campuses to one, and that consolidation was
an essential part of the whole arrangement.
13
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Geography is more than a matter of location. Geography is
also the formalized basis of political representation in the

American structure of government.- In the nineteenth century-many state governments were disposed for various reasons to
locate their state-sponsored colleges and universities away from
the emerging concentrations of urban population. A few notable
independent institutions located in large cities separated
themselves from the problems and populations of the cities. When

this purposeful removal from a locaLorientation occurred, other
colleges and universities were established in urban centers to meet
urban interests. In considerable part the Catholic Church in,
America. the Young Men's Christian Association, and several
municipal governments undertook to, bring the benefits of higher
education to urban populations..
In the twentieth century, and in the period of rapid expansion
of higher education from 1945 to 1970. state governments and
state universities have had to come to terms with the city, Some
part of the story of mergers is a story of this adjustment of public
higher education 'to the realities of a predominantly urban society
with a variety of ethnic populations. And politics has necessarily
had its place in the process of adjustment.
The incorporation of the University of Buffalo into the State
University of New York was brought about in part because of the

political importance of Buffalo as a city, and because of the
political importance of the New York legislative leaders from Buf-

falo in 1961 and 1962. The incorporation of the University of
Kansas City into the University of Missouri system was part of an

arrangement involving the establishment of a new state university in Saint Louis. The University of Missouri was located midway between the two large cities that dominated the, economic

and political life of the state. Political circumstances, and the
political realism of the state university leadership, dictated the inclusion of the independent university in Kansas City as a part of
the system when the new university was established in Saint Louis
in 1963. And patical leadership from Brooklyn in the New York
State Assembly made possible, indeed mandated, the merger of
the School of Engineering and Science of New York University
with the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The merger of Lowell
Technological Institute and of Lowell State College was fostered
14
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by the dictate of location in the same urban setting. Geography provided the political impulse that made these four mergers
possi ble.

Cooperation
In one notable instance, that of Marymount College and Loyola
University, a period of extensive cooperation preceded the act of
merger. As early as 1965 the president of Marymount College
perceived that the survival potential of a Catholic college for
women might well be diminishing. Moreover, the college was
located in a relatively remote, isolated section of the extensive
metropolitan area of Los Angeles. The president therefore initiated discussions with the president of Loyola University about
possible collaboration. The archbishop of the diocese was opposed to coeducation, but agreed to the desirability of tIle discussion of and an arrangement for cooperation between the two institutions.
From these discussions, and after a careful study had recommended "affiliation" of the two colleges, there emerged an agreement for cooperation. The agreement included the actual physical transfer of the Marymount College operation to the Loyola
University campus. It was agreed that Marymount would develop
its programs in elementary education, fine arts, speech, and
dramatic arts. Loyola would concentrate its development on the
natural sciences, mathematics, the social sciences (including business management), philosophy, and theology. The two colleges
observed a common calendar and provided jointly administered
student services and support services. Some faculty members
taught courses in both institutions; in a few instances there was
some cross registration of students.
For five years, from 1968 to 1973, the two institutions operated
separately on the basis of the affiliation agreement, sharing the
same location and certain services. These five years were describ-

ed by one observer as years of confusion, frustration, and irritation. There were endless negotiations between the staffs of the
two institutions. The common support services Were constantly
pushed or pulled in the direction of one college or the other. A
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system of interinstitutional charges for services rendered was a
source of continuing conflict. In 1971 the students of the two institutions asked for and obtained approval of a plan for one inte- _
grated structure of student government.
At the end of 1971, the chairman of, the board of trustees of
one institution wrote to the chairman of th,: board of the other institution' saying that it was time to assess the advantages and disadvantages of affiliation. From this reassessment came the decision to merge and to establish one ibtegrated institution of higher
education.

A considerably lesser degree of cooperation had developed
between Western College and Miami University preceding the
merger decision of 1973. For most of their mutual history in the
same small community in southwestern Ohio, Miami University
and Western College had traveled their separate ways. The fact
that Miami had taken over Oxford College for Women and the
property of the Oxford Female Institute had tended to encourage
an arm's-length relationOtip. Miami University avoided any
ges lure that might suggest a desire to take over Western College,
ar d in turn, \e,'ostern College endeavored in every way possible to
stress its separate identity.
Beginning id 1966, the two presidents discussed possible

cooperative relationships between the two institutions. Miami
University agreed to provide a stlidenc health service to Western

at relatively modest cost per student. Enrollment of Western
College students in courses in teacher education was arranged at

low cost per student registered. Access to all Miami University
cultural and athletic events was extended, again at low cost. In
1970, Miami University rented an entire, unused dormitory from
Western College to house male students for whom the university
had no facilities.
Apart from these arrangements, few additional kinds of
relationships had been discussed prior to 1973, but a climate for
discussion had been established. This climate may have been help-

ful to the handling of the situation that arose When- merger
became the only feasible solution to the financial difficulties el
Western College.

A much longer history of cooperation had characterized the
relationship of Case Institute of Technology and Western Reserve
16
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University. As earl) as 1950, the two institutions agreed to maintain one student health service, operated by Western Reserve. In
1957, the two institutions agreed to make joint use of athletic and
recreational facilities. In addition:both joined in creating the University Circle Development Foundation, intended to become a
major applied research enterprise serving the community,

business and industry, and other clients. In 1960, Case and
Western Reserve decided to maintain one joint department of
astronomy serving students on a cross registration basis. The next

year the two instittriTas created a joint department of geology,
and in cooperation purchased the nearby Tudor Arms Hotel as a
center for housing graduate students.
In 1963 Case and Western Reserve concentrated all foreign
language instruction at Western Reserve and announced a
program of cooperation at the graduate level in biochemistry,
bioengineering, and medical science engineering. That same year
the two institutions received a joint grancfrom Carnegie Corporation of New York to develop joint graduate programs in certain
specified fields of mutual interest: the philosophy of science, the

philosophy of art criticism, and the psychology of law and

politics. In 196c, both institutions applied for university science
development grants from the National Science Foundation in
chemistry and physics. The NSF then announced a joint grant to
both Case and Western Reserve for development of the two
sc ience discip lines.

This action by the National Science Foundation apparently
pushed the two institutions toward merger. Moreover, John

Gardner, as he was leaving Carnegie Corporation of New York to
become Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in President
Johnson's Cabinet, wrote to the two presidents urging them to explore a "closer association." This appeal. along with the decision
of the National Science Foundation to make a joint grant instead
of two separate science development grants, could not be ignored.
A developing pattern of cooperation impelled the two institutions
to merge.
In the other six case studies there is no evidence of cbop.:ration

as such preceding the initiation of the active negotiations for
merger. In three instances (Buffalo. Kansas City. and New York)

there had been overtures for some kind of state government
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financial assistance going back some distance in time before the
actual merger process. These overtures indicated recognition of

the need for some change of status, although no formalized
arrangements for any kind of cooperation resulted. In these three

instances and in the other three instances, merger came about
without any prior history of actual cooperation.
Cooperation between two or more colleges and universities
may well be a positive gooljn and of itself. There is a great deal
of experience in the Unire'd States with various patterns of
cooperation between institutions of higher education. Sometimes
these patterns result from geographical proximity, and sometimes
they result from a certain identity of common interests. Cooperation does not necessarily imply an intention to merge, or predetermine such an eventuality.
It does appear, however, that a pattern of cooperation can be a
positive influence encouraging an eventual merger of two institu-

tions:The process of cooperation may be so troublesome as to
persuade all parties involved that merger is preferable to the complications of joint action. Or the process of cooperation may lead
gradually to increased collaboration, the logical sequel of which is

merger into a single institution. It should be repeated that
cosveration does not necessarily in and of itself ensure eventual
Mrger. But gooperation of two institutions may encourage an
eventual' merger.

Coeducation

In five of the ten case studies, an important factor influencing
merger was the desire to establish coeducation of men and women
students. In this discussion it is not necessary to embark upon an

inquiry into the relative merits of single-sex education versus
coeducation. It is sufficient to note that a good many single-sex
colleges and universities moved to coeducation in the 1960s, and
that the social emphasis upon nondiscrimination based upon sex
may have encouraged this development. The usual argument was
that if women were to compete successfully with men in various
professions, this competition might appropriately begin in the
very process of preprofessional or professional education. If there
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were qualitative differences among single-sex institutions, these
very differences might reinforce later distinctions in professional
competence and performance between men and women. Coeduca-

tion was widely perceived as a necessary step in preventing discrimination on the basis of sex in job opportunities.

In the instance of the two Catholic institutions, colleges for
women were merged with colleges for men. In the instance of Vermont College and Norwich University. a college for women was

merged with a college for men. In the instance of Lowell State
College and Lowell Technological Institute, a teachers college,
enrolling a large majority of women students, was merged with an
engineering college. In the instance of Western College and
Miami University. a women's college was merged with a coeducational_state university.
It is notable in all five of these instances that it was the college
for women which was merged with another institution. The basic
difficulty of the college for women was low enrollment, and finan-

cial difficulty resulting from low enrollment. Regardless of the
merits of separate undergraduate education for women, in these
instances the number of women students enrolling failed to main-

tain sufficient sin to ensure a viable operation.
The movement from education for women to education jointly
for women and men helped to bring about mergers.

The impact of Program Differentiation
To some degree complementary instructional programs rather
than duplicated or competing programs appeared to encourage
mergers. The element of competition between separate institutions of higher education can never be entirely eliminated, but
some differentiation of program emphasis may serve to bring
institutions together more readily than when two institutions are
decidedly similar in their endeavors. Some difference in program
emphasis helps to persuade faculty members that they will not
necessarily suffer from merger.
In the instance of Mellon Institute and Carnegie Institute of
Technology, the first was a research agency with an incidental
(postdoctoral) instructional function, while the second was an
19
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educational institution desiring to strengthen its research component. In the instance of Case and Western Reserve, the former
was thought of primarily as an outstanding educational institution in engineering and the physical sciences, while the latter was
thought to be outstanding in the biological sciences, medicine,

and several other professional schools (such as law, nursing,
social work. and library science). In the instance of Lowell State
College and Lowell Technological Institute, one was primarily a
college of teacher education and the other a college of engineering. In the instance of Vermont College and Norwich University,
one was primarily a college for instruction in certain technologies

and the other was primarily a college of engineering. Some
differentiation of program emphasis was observable in the case of
the two mergers of Catholic 'Institutions.
In none of the mergers we studied did program differentiation

as such assist

in bringing about circumstances conducive to
merger. The only instance of direct program overlap among our
ten case studies was in the merger of the School of Engineering
and Science of New York University with the Polytechnic In-

stitute of Brooklyn. Here the powerful motivating forces of
politics and finances compelled merger of like institutions, but
this merger may have been also the most difficult and challenging
1 to bring about. The University of Buffalo and the University of
Kansas City had to compete with other institutions of higher education for students-and for resources. Western College may well
have been 'disadvantaged by its proximity to a state university
with relatively low tuition charges to students.
The experience analyzed here does suggest that it is easier to

bring about a merger of institutions when institutions are
somewhat dissimilar than when they are similar in their program
emphases.

Quality
The I drive for higher educational excellence was a primary

motivation for merger in at least two situations: the merger of
Mellon Institute and Carnegie Institute, and that of Case Institute
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and Western Reserve University. All four of these institutions
prior to merger were striving for a reputation of academic excellence based essentially upon research and research-related activities. In each instance the first objective of merger was to build
a combined institution whose potential for academic accomplish-

ment would be greater than that of the separate entities.
To a somewhat lesser extent. academic excellence was also an
important factor in the merger of the School of Engineering and
Science with the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Both Polytechnic and New York University had received science development grants from the National Science Foundation. Each institution had struggled with financial limitations upon its capacity to
build and sustain the desired level of academic achievement. The
merger was intended to build strong programs that could be adequately financed.
Academic excellence was a part of the motivation involved in

the concerns of the University of Buffalo and the University of
Kansas City. To the extent that quality is a function of financing,
these two universities clearly perceived that they had to have additional financial resources, and they saw these resources as
becoming available only from their respective state governments.
In each of these cases it was hoped that, in union, academic
excellence would be more readily brought about and sustained
than would be the case with continued separation. Without this
motivation for excellence merger would have been much m6re
difficult for faculty members to accept. Academic excellence was
a purpose faculty members could not resist.

Political Interests
In four instances of merger, political considerations were a major
influence. We have noted earlier the politics of geography. Since
political representation is based upon geographical uhits, We may
expect certain chance factors in this representation structure to
bring about certain political consequences. These consequehces
arise in particular, but not exclusively, when public or state universities are involved. Thus, political factors were especially
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important in bringing about the merger of the University of Buffalo with the State University of New York, the merger of the
University of Kansas City with the University of Missouri, the
merger of the School of Engineering and Science of New York
University with the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, and the
merger of Lowell State College with Lowell Technological Institute. To a somewhat lesser extent, political considerations were
also involved in the merger of Western College with Miami University.

As suggested earlier, the need for a wider base of political interest motivated both State University of New York and the University of Missouri to look favorably upon expansion of activity
into the major urban areas of Buffalo and Kansas City. Neither

expansion would have been possible, however, without the
political influence of these two communities in their state
.

legislatures. Similarly, the political_influence-of legislative repre-

sentation from New York City, and especially from Brooklyn,
had much to do with the legislatively dictated merger of the two
engineering schools in the city.
The merger of Lowell State College and Lowell Technological
Institute to form the University of Lowell by act of the
Massachusetts legislature in 1973, to be effective in 1975, was
,

achieved by law, a major form of political action, although
various community leadership groups were influential in pushing
for this merger, and although a study procedure to be mentioned
in the next chapter preceded formal legislative action. Only strong
efforts

by the legislative representatives of the area and a

favorable political climate in Boston for such action enabled this
merger to be enacted into law.
When Miami University was approached by Western College to
consider merger, no action could be taken by the state university
without discussion of the merger with officials of the executive
and legislative branches of state government in Columbus.

Moreover, a state appropriation was required in order to pay off
the debts of Western College and so to acquire the college property. Here again, important political action was necessary before
merger could be accomplished.
It is reasonable to generalize that any merger involving state

government funding or state government legislative action is
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necessarily a merger made possible only by political considerations involving the various parties to the transaction.

Governmental action is politics, and mergers of higher educational institutions sometimes can and do involve governmental
action.

Finance

Finally, and importantly, the financial aspects of merger must be
mentioned. It seems probable that few if any mergers of qolleges

and universities would occur if there were not some financial
benefit to be gained from consolidation. To be sure, financial
benefit may be of various kinds, as this account will surely point
out. But underneath, or inherent in, any consideration of merger
is some particular financial concern, and some particular calculation of financial benefit.
At the University of Buffalo the chancellor had long been concerned about the university's financial ability to support its mis-

sion. This question had been raised and discussed in various
groups from 1950 on. In 1960 the chancellor had appointed a task
force to study the financial circumstances of the university. The
administrative leadership of the university, looking forward to the
tidal wave of students expected in the 1960s, doubted its financial
competence to serve the metropolitan community. Heavily dependent upon student tuition charges for operating income, enjoying
relatively modest philanthropic support, the University of Buffalo
feared that it would be unable to generate the resources needed in

order to meet student enrollment demand arising in the area.
Moreover, the university offered a substantial array of instructional programs, including graduate professional and graduate
education. The university leadership projected that an independent university would need to obtain 20 percent of it. current
operating income from endowment and from gifts in order to remain a viable independent university.

The task force reported to the chancellor that the university
would need substantial capital plant investment in the 1960s in
order to meet enrollment demand, and would have to obtain a
minimum of two million dollars a year in operating income for
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instruction over and above tuition income. It seemed clearly evident that such operating and capital resources would be difficult
to obtain on a voluntary basis within the Buffalo area. The only

place to look to for such support was the state of New York.
It happened that in 1960 Governor Rockefeller had appointed
a three-member committee consisting of Henry Heald, John
Gardner, and Marion Folsom to study the welfare of public and
independent higher education in the state of New York; the staff
director for the Heald Committee was Sidney Tickton. The
chancellor of the University of Buffalo approached the committee
to urge a state appropriation of two million dollars a year to the
university as an independent institution of major importance to
the western end of New York. Although sympathetic to the need,
the Heald Committee decided that the political climate was not

then propitious for consideration of public subsidy of independent higher education, and that the committee could not recommend exceptional treatment for Buffalo. Instead, the committee
proposed a scholar incentive plan that was enacted into law in
1961. Unfortunately, a student aid program would do little to
meet the institutional income needs of the University of Buffalo.
The Heald Committee did recommend that the state university
should establish two major university centers, and that one of
these centers should be located in western New York.
Shortly after the release of the Heald Committee report in
November, 1960, the board of trustees of the state university
issued a master plan that called for the establishment of four university centers in New York, one of which should be located in
the western part of New York State. Throughout 1961 the University of Buffalo negotiated with the state university to be taken
over as the western university center. Legislation to authorize the
merger was enacted by the New York State Assembly in the
spring of 1962, and the formal act of merger was concluded as of
September 1, 1962.
The University of Buffalo was not in financial difficulty as of
1960 or as of 1962. It was fear of future financial difficulty and
concern for financial- inability to perform its urban mission that
motivated the University of Buffalo to become a part of the state
university. From the point of view of the state university, which
in 1961 and 1962 was just on the eve of the great growth that was
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substantially to change public higher education in New York,
there was a very real advantage in acquiring an on-going university in a part of the state where a major university center was

needed, and which for political reasons had to be provided.
Governor Rockefeller needed an "instant success" in his efforts to
advance the state's higher education role, and the acquisition of
Buffalo offered that success. Students anticipated lowered tuition
costs; the faculty anticipated increased salaries and improved
facilities. The merger was thus a financial, as well as a political,
advantage.

Much the same kind of story can be told about the University
of Kansas City. As early as 1957, the university had begun formally to think about its future as an independent university with
an urban mission. The board of trustees appointed a special team
of consultants chaired by Dean McHenry of the University of
California at Los Angeles, later to be chancellor of the Santa
Cruz campus of the University of California. The McHenry Committee told the board of trustees that in order for the university to
remain independent the board would have to raise not less than
twenty million dollars at once in endowment. McHenry saw the
only resolution of the university's future to be establishment as a
state university. Somewhat overwhelmed by the magnitude of the
financial price tag for remaining an independent institution, and
fearful of competition from the University of Missouri, both the
board of trustees and the new president of the University of Kansas City were disposed to favor state status. They began to work
toward this objective in 1958 and to mobilize public sentiment in
favor of this .action. The principal motivating considerations were
Financial viability, enrollment expansion, and improved quality.

In the meantime the University of Missouri, with the major
part of its academic operation concentrated in Columbia, had
begun to plan the development of instructional programs in Kan-

sas City. The president of the university had two principal interests: the expansion of the university into a major urban center
of the state, and the development of a multicampus system similar

to that of the University of California. President Ellis was opposed to the idea of a new and separate state university in Kansas

City. He saw any such development as a threat to the political

and Financial status of the University of Missouri. Such

a
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development would tend to strengthen the case for, and the role

of, a state board of higher education, and would constitute a
threat to the financial well-being of the university at Columbia.
The expansion of the University of Missouri into Kansas City was
opposed, as well, by the independent colleges of the area, by the

University of Kansas City, and by community leaders. This
opposition in turn was reflected in the attitudes of legislative
representatives of the area when higher education matters came
before the state legislature.
In 1961 the University of Missouri.proposed to build a new
facility in Kansas City, primarily fo; teacher education. The

legislators from Kansas City not only opposed this action but also
proposed as an alternative that the University of Missouri should
take over the University of Kansas City. Suddenly, such action

became feasible when it appeared that the governor and the
legislature would support campuses of the University of Missouri
both in Kansas City and in Saint Louis. With the assurance of the
necessary political and financial support, the University of Missouri began negotiations to acquire the University of Kansas City

and to establish a new campus in Saint Louis. The board of
trustees of the University of Kansas City agreed to a formal
instrument of merger on December 13, 1962, and the merger was
effected in the summer of 1963. The financial future of the University of Kansas City. now the University of Missouri at Kansas

City, was thus allied with the state university and the state of
Missouri.

In the instanee of the merger of Mellon Institute and the
Carnegie Institute of Technology in 1966 to form CarnegieMellon University, financial factors were important but perhaps
secondary to the desire to build a new university of substantial
quality. For a number of years, Carnegie Institute had been taking somewhat indecisive steps toward becoming a major research
university; it was embracing the humanities, the social sciences,
and the biological sciences in addition to engineering, the physical
sciences, and mathematics. The 1962 Carnegie Institute planning
report called for the objective of academic excellence, an increase
in graduate enrollment, the strengthening of the faculty, and the
expansion of sponsored research.
Carnegie Institute also had received a university science

development grant from the National Science Foundation to
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strengthen its work in chemistry, physics, and mathematics. The
Mellon Institute, as mentioned earlier, had become increasingly
an agency of bahic research in the physical sciences. The institute
had a plant valued at some twenty-one million dollars. The continued prominence of the Mellon family in Pittsburgh and the
family interest in higher education provided a further motivation
for merger.
The board of trustees of Mellon Institute took the initiative in
proposing merger. The board may have been concerned that the
growth of sponsored research by federal government agencies
would be hampered by the absence of authority for the institute
to award Ph.D. degrees. Furthermore, the board may have been
concerned that its tax-exempt status might be endangered under
new federal income tax legislation concerning "unrelated
business" income. Both institutes saw through merger the
strengthening of quality and the strengthening of their financial
base.

The story of the merger of Case Institute of Technology and
Western Reserve University in 1967 is much the same kind of
development. Neither institution was experiencing financial distress as of 1966; a period of financial stringency came after the
merger of 1967 and would have occurred in any event. The story
of Case Western Reserve University presents the interesting issue
of whether or not tne federated university was able to withstand
the shocks of budget adjustment better than the two institutions

could have separately. Although there is no way to answer this
question, some administrators believe that the federated university, because of merger, came through its time of trouble better
than would otherwise have been the case.
The merger of Lowell State C011ege and Lowell Technological
Institute was not prompted by financial considerations- as such.

The objective was to develop a university from two separate
entities in the same community. But the argument was used
that a single administrative and support operation would
achieve operating economies that continued separate operation
could not realize. This argument helped to make the merger politically feasible.

In the other five instances, financial stringency was an immediate and direct cause of merger. Without the reality of finan-
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ciai extinction as a clear and present danger, these mergers would
probably never have taken place. Here financial motivation was
clearly the principal, the overwhelming, motivation.

Vermont College had seen its enrollment drop from 500
students in 1967 to 300 students in 1971, and the prospects for
further decline appeared realistic. The college had experienced a
deficit of some $200,000 in 1971-72 between income and expenditures for current operating purposes; it had proven impossible
to reduce expenditures commensurate with the loss of income.

Although larger in enrollment, Norwich University had experienced a loss from a total of 1,2,00._to some 900 students. A
college with a military orientation, it had lost popular appeal.
Norwich was interested in becoming coeducational and feared the
economic consequences if Vermont College were to merge with
some other institution; the financial circumstances of both institutions dictated a merger.

Both New York University and the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn confronted dire financial prospects in 1972. In the face
of mounting annual deficits, a New York University task force in
1972 recommended substantial alteration in the university's
budget structure, with each component college becoming responsible for generating income sufficient to meet all direct operating
expenditures and a proportionate share of the overhea-.1.. cated

on 'a separate campus in the Bronx, the School of .gineering
and Science of New York University was one oi the deficitproducing organizational units. In the academic year 1970-71, the
school had an operating deficit of $700,000, and the projection
was that in 1972-73 this deficit would be well over two million
dollars. Undergraduate enrollment had declined drastically from

1,361 students in the autumn of 1966 to 786 students in the
autumn of 1972. The funding of sponsored research by federal
government agencies had declined from $6 million in 1966 to $2.4
million in 1972-73.

In this situation there were two major financial reasons for
New York University to divest itself of the School of Engineering

and Science. One reason was to eliminate a deficit-producing
organizational unit. The other was the opportunity to sell the entire Bronx campus to the state of New York for an amount sufficient to pay off a considerable part of the accumulated deficit of
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the university. These considerations were financially too advantageous to New York University for the university not to accept
action disposing of the school and the campus.

The Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn had also experienced
financial distress. Like New York University, Polytechnic Institute in the late 1950s and early 1960s had altered its mission
from education of urban students to education of a highly selective student body. It had also expanded its sponsored research activity. Like New York- University, Polytechnic was in serious
financial trouble by the end of the 1960s. Undergraditate enrollment declined from 1,944 students in 1966 to 1,720 students in
1972; enrollment at the master's degree levL! had declined onethird. Polytechnic suffered an operating deficit of $700,000 in
1969-70. Except for an unusual and exceptional state subsidy,
Polytechnic would have suffered bankruptcy by 1971. (The institution began to receive some state government financial
assistance in 1969; the amount had risen to $1.5 million by 1971.)

As early as 1965, Polytechnic had begun to explore the
possibility of merger with another independent institution, or
even merger with the State University of New York. None of
these tentative inquiries ttad produced any results. The state university had been interested, but the city university opposed the ac-

quisition of a state university campus within the city litnits.
Polytechnic Institute suffered from a lack of endowment and a
lack of gift support, along with a decline in federal government
research funding.

In February, 1972, Governor Rockefeller proposed that the
Bronx (University Heights) campus of New York University be
sold to the state of New York for use by the Bronx Community College, and that the School of Engineering and Science be
merged with the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. It appears
that the proposal was made to President Hester of New York
University as a means to save the university. Already,dependent
upon state government subsidy for its continiied existence. Polytechnic had no choice except to go along with such a proposal.
The process of negotiating a merger began actively in May, 1972.
Financial necessity was the root cause of the negotiations.
In the instance of both Catholic colleges for women, enrollment
loss producing financial loss persuaded the respective boards of
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trustees to seek merger with larger, financially stronger Catholic
colleges for men. One of the colleges had seen its enrollment slip
from around 900 students to 700 students and in the process had
begun to accumulate an operating deficit that was $200,000 in one
year, over $500,000 in the last year of operation. Over 90 percent

of the instructional income of this college came from tuition
charges. Efforts to increase gift support of the college had failed
to produce the needed results. The larger and stronger college
obtained a desired additional campus, some additional students,
an opportunity for coeducation, and an enlarged mission. In the
other instance, difficulties in handling the finances of a cooperative relationship helped considerably to bring about the merger.
Finally, the story of Western College is the financial story of an
independent college troubled by low enrollment; high tuition, little endowment and gift support, and the competition of a large
and well-known adjacent state university. Confronted with an

operating deficit of $600,000 and debts of over three million
dollars that it was unable to pay, Western College had no choice
except to turn to Miami University for financial succor. Fufthermore, the largest single creditor of Western College was the state
of Ohio, an administrative agency of which had lent Western
College over 1.5 million dollars with which to build a new library.
Unable to meet debt service payments on this obligation and facing the threat of legal action by two other sizable creditors,
Western College had to find some way to meet its debt obligations. The state of Ohio, through Miami University. was the only
apparent solution.

Conclusion

If the ten case studies of this inquiry provide a representative

sample of the merger experience of higher education institutions
over the past two or three decades, it is apparent that mergers
result from various circumstandes and conditions: geographical
proximity, complementary programs, a history of cooperative
relationships, the drive to coeducation, the desire to strengthen
the quality of higher educational service, and complexities of
higher education financing.
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Of all these forces, finances are the final and determining influence. Financial distress is not necessarily the cause of mergers,
although financial stress was clearly evident in five of the ten
cases we examined. Anticipation of financial distress may be as
much a motivating force as the actual presence of financial difficulty. The history of these mergers provides clear evidence of

the capacity of institutions to foresee financial trouble. The
merger of institutions is one possible course of action in anticipa-

tion of that trouble.
In other instances, only the actual presence of dire financial distress was sufficient to motivate change, and merger. In these circumstances, merger was a kind of last resort, an acknowledgement that all other efforts at survival had proved unavailing.
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THREE

of Merger
Circumstances conducive to merger are obviously not enough. A
merger of colleges and universities requires two or more institu-

-tions able and w..ng to enter into negotiation and to reach
agreement about consummating a. merger. The process of negotiation and agreement can be laborious, as we shall observe.
Two aspects of the negotiation process need to be commented

about at the very outset of this discussion. The participants in
negotiation tend to be presidents and trustees. Perhaps these are
the appropriate representatives of institutional interests. Certainly
'in our-study we found no single instance of a merger explored or
Concluded over the opposif on of a president or of a board of
trustees. The other noteworthy item is the tendency for
negotiat
: on be conducted in an atmosphere of some secrecy,
or confidentiality. To be sure, when state universities are involved
in a negotiation process, the eventual, formalized decision must
always be taken in the "full sunshine" of a public-meeting. But the
negotiations proper are apt to be informal and confidential..
The first step in a merger process is the determination that

merger- is desirable, or even necessary. That determination .is

made by the president of the institution involved. That determina-

tion is almost always discussed informally with a few key individuals in a board of trustees. That determination may be shared

with the business manager or thc budget officer of the institution, who may have brought the urgency of financial difficulties
to the president's attention if these difficulties do exist. We have
found little disposition on the part of presidents to discuss the
desirability of merger with faculty leaders, student leaders, or
community leaders. The reason is the realization that any such
discussion will become public knowledge and will likely lead to
efforts to prevent thc merger if at all possible.
A second step in a merger process is to approach the president
of thc second institution in order to discover the receptivity to the
possibility of merger. Here again the second president will almost
always consult with a few key persons in the board of trustees,
and a few key administrative associates. Again there is a disposi-

tion to avoid consultation with faculty and student leaders

because of the tentative nature of the initial overture, because of
the fear of premature publicity, and because of the conviction
that the matter is one appropriate for administrative determination. lithe president of the second institution is receptive to the
idea of merger, thc process is launched,

The Use of Consultants

In three of the merger situations, outside consultants were re-

tained in order to help develop the rationale for merger. In one of
these situations, that of Marymount College and Loyola University, the study by an outside consulting firm was made in 1965-66
and was directed toward increased cooperation of the two institutions rather than toward full merger, which did not occur until

1973. Nonetheless, this study was an important event in the
history of this particular merger and deserves special mention as
111101,

One highly formalized study arrangement was that jointly

sponsored by Case Institute of Technology and Western Reserve
University, In 1965 the boards of trustees of the two institutions
jointly established a University Study Commission of five distin34
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guished outside individuals who were charged with examining the
history of cooperative endeavors to date, with recommending
desirable further effort at collaboration, and with suggesting what
relationship was desirable between the two institutions. The study

commission appointed a full-time director and utilized various
consultants as it undertook its inquiry. The study commission
issued an interim ,report in August, 1966, a second interim report
in November, 1966, and a final report in May, 1967.
Actually, circumstances and events outran the work of the University Study Commission. As the commission proceeded, it
quickly became apparent that the motivation for merger was real
and that merger could be more easily achieved, at least at the
level of governing boards, than anyone had at first expected. The
president of Case Institute had resigned and the new president as
of July I, 1966, not only was favorably inclined toward merger
but was a person acceptable to the Western Reserve faculty. In
addition, the president of Western Reserve University indicated
his interest in retiring in the near future and his willingness to
serve in a kind of honorary role as chancellor rather than as president of a federated university. The two boardt.; of trustees clearly
indicated their willingness to merge. Thus an agreement to merge
as of July 1, 1967, was signed by both boards before the work of
the commission was completed. Indeed, the final report of the
study commission was not so much a plan of federation as it Was
a document designed to persuade faculty, students, and alumni
that the federated university would have academic strengths
neither institution had separately achieved nor was likely to
achieve.

After some years of community and political discussion about
the desirability of merger, the Massachusetts legislature in 1972
created a Lowell Technological Institute-Lowell State College
Merger Commission to study the feasibility and desirability of

merger and to report its findings and conclusions to the chief
executive and the legislature. This merger commission retained
the Academy for Educational Development as a consultant to
make the necessary study, and the Academy submitted a report in
Deceinb'er, 1972, strongly recommending merger, The Academy
report argued that the objective of merger should not be
economy, but rather improved educational service to the com35
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munit) and to the commonwealth. The Academy urged that
merger should be undertaken before any further expansion of
instructional programs was arranged by either institution, that the
two institutions should become one state university with a single
governing board and a single chief executive, and that joint committees should be established to work out the detailed planning of
the merger.
These recommendations resulted in legislation enacted by the
General Court of Massachusetts in 1973 establishing the University of Lowell. In addition to various appropriate provisions for
government of the new state university, the law, provided for a
merger planning board to prepare plans for the merger of the two
institutions. Moreover, the legislation called for the merger to be
completed between January 1, and July 1, 1975. The actual date

was fixed by the merger planning board as July 1,

1975.

We have previously mentioned the task force established by the

University of Buffalo and the consulting group retained by the
University of Kansas City preceding the actual negotiations for
merger with the state university system in each state. These study
arrangements were essential in pointing out that each institution
lacked the financial resources for viable operation as an independent university with an urban service mission, and that the only
opportunity to develop and expand the scope of its operations
was by becoming part of the state system.
Although these last two studies were authorized by a single institution rather than by two institutions contemplating merger, in
both instances the reports had a major impact in preparing internal and community sentiment in favor of merger with the state
university systems. Thus, in reality these two studies can be added

to the other three as useful preparation for the eventuality of
merger.

In the other five cases we studied the events of merger moved

too rapidly, and the merger agreements were concluded too
quickly, to permit the possibility of an orderly advance preparation for merger. The Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn did retain
a consulting organization, the Academy for Educational Development, to assist in the preparation of detailed plans after merger
with the School of Engineering and Science of New York University had been agreed to. And again Miami University retained the
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Academy for Educational Development to assist in the university's own planning for utilization of the facilities of Western
College. But these uses of consultants occurred after merger
agreements had been concluded and were not integral parts of the
negotiation process as such.

The Negotiation Process

Two negotiation procedures included in this study indicate the
complexities and difficulties that may be encountered in the
merger process. Both of these procedures deserve recounting in
some detail. One episode was that involving the School of Engineering and Science of New York University in the merger with
the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The other episode was that
involving Western College and Miami University,
Governor Rockefeller on February 16, 1972, recommended that
the state of New York should purchase the University Heights
campus of New York University for state use and that the School
of Engineering and Science located on that campus should be
merged with the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, an independent institution already receiving state government financial
assistance. The proposal, perhaps accepted with. some reluctance
by the president of New York University, came as a sur'prise to
the faculty of the school. Moreover, Polytechnic Institute had not
been informed of the proposal prior to its public release. As a
result, the whole process of merger had to be carried out after the
governor's recommendation had been made.
The response of the faculty of the School of Engineering and
Science of New York University was generally hostile to the

merger. The prevailing attitude was that the school was of

superior quality to Polytechnic Institute. Moreover, the school's
facilities, including a new building constructed on the University
Heights campus, were substantially better than the older facilities
of Polytechnic Institute located in the congested Borough Hall
section of downtown Brooklyn. The faculty of the school organized a committee to develop alternative proposals and to negotiate other arrangements considered to be more favorable to the
school.
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Several different proposals were made by the faculty committee. One idea was that the School of Engineering and Science
should be merged with the State University of New York. The
City University of New York quickly announced its opposition to
the proposal, and that oppoiition effectively ended further consideration of it. The next idea was that the school should be
merged

with City

University.

City University indicated a

willingness to undertake this 'arrangement if the state government

would increase its subsidy of the university; word was quickly
forthcoming from Albany that no such increased subsidy to City
University would be available.
In May the New York State Assembly enacted legislation
providing for the state of New York to purchase the University
Heights campus from New York University for the use of the
Bronx Community College. The disposition of the School of
Engineering and Science was-now a problem for New York University to resolve. Faculty efforts to avoid merger with Polytechnic Institute were now intensified. Several new proposals were put
forth: the university should lease the school to City University to
operate; the state should provide a subsidy to New York University to operate the school even as the state was currently assisting
Polytechnic Institute; New York University should sell the University Heights campus to the state university; the school should

be moved to the principal campus of New York University at
Washington Square in lower Manhattan; the state should set up a

study committee to decide the best disposition of the property
and of the school. The fatal defect in every single proposal was its
political unacceptability. The governor and the political leaders in
Albany were committed to a particular line of action, Moreover,
New York University, because of its financial difficulties, needed

the money from the sale of the University Heights campus and
could not afford to continue operation of the school or to spend
any of the sale income on behalf of the school.
On June 12, 1972, the board of trustees of New York University adopted a resolution discontinuing any further operation of
the School of Engineering and Science as of June 30, 1973. The
only hope left for the school was merger with Polytechnic Institute. Following one negotiating session in New York and a second
in Albany, the president of New Yol k University and the presi38
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dent of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn signed an agreement of
July 26, 1972, for the merger of the school with the institute, and
on August 3, 1972, Polytechnic Institute sent letters of appointment to all faculty members of the school.
By August 21, only nine school faculty members had accepted
appointmentseighty-five had refused. By concerted rejection of
the offers from Polytechnic Institute, the faculty of the school
hoped still to upset the merger agreement. But the faculty effort
was doomed to failure when the Commissioner of Education in
Albany rejected transfer of the school from the University
Heights campus to the Washington Square campus of New York
University and then offered to help negotiate an acceptable
merger agreement between the school and Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute. The merger was going to take place.
In the negotiations each institution was represented_ by six persons, three chosen by each faculty and three named by each board
of trustees. By the end of December agreement had been reached
on eight major items of discussion. Other issues were resolved in

January. i'he participation of the state department of education
was crucial to the outcome. The faculties of both institutions
agreed to the terms of merger in March, 1973. Thereafter, the
Commissioner of Education took the leadership in obtaining
increased state funding needed to meet faculty salary expectations. The appropriation for additional subsidy to Polytechnic
Institute was enacted in April, and a second merger agreement
between New York University and Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn was signed under authority of the two boards of
trustees on April 23, :973. The merger took place officially on

July 1, 1973.
In the instance of the merger of Western College and Miami
University, the president of Western College in May, 1973, informed the president of Miami University that Western College
had exhausted all of its financial resources and was unable to
meet its June obligations. In June, 1973, both boards of trustees
adopted a broadly worded agreement on merger to become effective as of july I, 1974. In order to assist Western College to meet
its payroll and certain other obligations, Miami agreed to
purchase one residence hall immediately for $300,000. In the
meantime Miami had begun the process of obtaining a state
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appropriation with which to pay Western College for its remaining property.
Because Miami University was a state university and its board
meetings necessarily public, the board action relating to Western
College became public knowledge once the matter was introduced

for action. Apparently neither the president nor the board of
trustees of Western College realized that the initial agreement
would thus become generally known. No previous announcement
of the merger intention had been made to faculty, students, or
alumnae. Some_ misunderstanding and bitterness arose from the____
way in which the intended merger became public information.

A state appropriation

in

the amount of $1.8 million was

enacted in July, 1973, to enable Miami University to purchase the
instructional facilities of Western College. Residence hall facilities
had to be bought with residence hall reserve funds or by public
borrowing on the part of Miami University. Eventually, Miami
paid a total of $3.3 million for the property of Western College,
an amount sufficient to pay off all creditors. In addition, during
the year 1973-74, preceding the actual date of merger, Miami University provided most of the maintenance costs for Western
College property.
The interval between June, 1973, and formal merger on July 1,
1974, was a year of negotiation and of some recrimination. The
difficulties were essentially those of complexities arising from the
essential differences between a public university and an independent college. Western College faculty and students expected
Miami University to take over the college and to continue to
operate it exactly as it was then functioning. The existing instructional program would be maintained, the existing student-faculty
ratio would be continued, and all existing staff positions would be
continued. The only difference expected was that the students
would pay a reduced tuition charge and the entire difference
between costs of instruction and student tuition would now be
paid by Miami University. This perception within Western
College of the meaning of merger was entirely erroneous.
The Miami University deans were less than enthusiastic about
merger. State universities in Ohio received an appropriation subsidy based upon enrollment and upon spealed support levels for
various instructional programs. The subsidy thus provided was
40
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predicated upon costs of instruction substantially less than th -e
incurred at Western College. Miami deans feared that their own
allocation of support for instructional programs might be reduced
in order to maintain the higher costs of the Western College
program. The deans demanded assurances from the president and
provost of Miami University that the expenditures per student at
Western College would be based upon the state appropriation for-

mula and would not result in any decrease in the support

available for their colleges. Such assurances were forthcoming.
The president ol Miami University appointed a faculty-administration committee to determine the most appropriate
educational use to be made of the Western campus. Once again
the deans were concerned about any use that might in any way
lead to an enrollment loss in their own academic divisions of the
university. The Western College administration and faculty were
disturbed because no one from the college was designated to
serve on this planning committee. The Miami position was that
the university had no authority to involve Western personnel in
planning activities since the merger was not yet effected. In addition, the internal pressures were such that Miami had to resolve
conflicts that it preferred not to share with Western personnel.
Various proposals were made for use of the Western College
campus. Miami deans suggested an expansion of current programs to the existing campus. Others proposed the creation of
an experimental college as an additional instructional division of
thc university. At the same time, it was realized that the new
academic division would have to operate within the constraints of
the financial resources provided under the state appropriation
practice. Three different kinds of instructional objectives for an
experimental college were submitted to the University Council,
and the eventual choice was for a curriculum emphasizing an integrated exploration of knowledge in three areas: creativity and
t lame, natural systems, and social systems.

In the meantime plans were proceeding for acquiring the

.

property of Western College and for liquidating the obligations of
the college. Since the state government, the federal government,
insurance company, and a bank were involved in these negoitions, the planning process was time-consuming. No parocular difficulties were encountered: the negotiation of details
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simply took time to complete. Miami University also began to
plan carefully to determine just how many faculty, administrative
officers, and staff the university could absorb within the limits of
available income. As the year progressed, Miami University came
to look upon the transaction as the purchasc of property, not the
merger of two institutions.

The year of detailed planning was a bitter one for Western
College. Perhaps some students and others thought that the prospect of merger would bring a great new interest in the college,
would produce new gift and endowment income, making merger
unnecessary. If this expectation did in fact exist, it was completely
extinguished before June 30, 1974, arrived. No miracle occurred.
Western College had finished its course. From the point of view

of Western College, a quick merger might well have been
preferable; Miami University might have made greater concessions. A year spent in arranging details convinced Miami Uni-

versity that it alone was in a position to pay off the college
creditors, and that it had to make few if any concessions in the
process.
Final action for the acquisition of the Westcrn College property
by Miami University was taken by eaCh board in June, 1974. Thc

Western College of Miami University was established, and
Western College ceased to exist. Miami University procecded to
absorb such staff as fitted its own necds, paid off all creditors,
and bcgan its experimental undergraduate college as of September, 1974.

Issues In Merger Negotiations

Certain common conccrns emergcd in all merger negotiations.
The importance of thcsc ksues varied in different situations. The
common concerns included the fate of faculty and staff, the use of
property, thc handling of financial obligations, arrangements for
governance, the transfer of students, and the maintenance of
alumni and other records. Thc designation of thc merged institution was also a conccrn. Each of thcse conccrns deserves some
comment.
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Names -If we consider these issues in the reverse order of their
enumeration, we can quickly dispose of the name matter. In five

instances the new institution took on a new designation: Case
Institute and Western Reserve became Case Western Reserve Uni-

versity; the Mellon Institute and the Carnegie Institute became
Carnegie-Mellon University; Lowell Technological Institute and
Lowell State College became the University of Lowell; the School
of Engineering and Science of New York University and the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn became the Polytechnic Institute of
New York; Marymount College and Loyola University became

--- Loyola Marymount University. In three other instances the

former college continued to exist as a campus: the Western
College campus of Miami University, the Vermont College campus of Norwich University, and the Newton campus of Boston
College. The University of Buffalo became the State University of
New York at Buffalo and the University of. Kansas City became
the University of Missouri at Kansas City.
Students In every instance the parent institution in a merger
arrangement agreed to maintain all the student records of the
former institution. In half of the instances there was also an
agreement to continue to maintain an alumni or alumnae

organization as an identifiable part of the alumni affairs program
of the succeeding institution. Perpetuation of records was an important part of the merger agreements.
Without exception mergers provided that the new, *enlarged

institution would accept all students of the merged institution
with full recognition of all course credits. The award of degrees,
however, was seldOm continued on, the ,basis of previous degree

requirements. Th e. trataio#1 student was expected to enter a
degree program di the.$arcnt institution and to meet the degree
requirements of that program.
Governance The problem of arrangements for governance
emerged as an issue in at least half of the cases we studied. One

problem was that of size and composition of the board of
trustees. In the instance of Case and Western Reserve, it was

agreed that all members of the Case board nd all members of the

executive committee of the Western .:;:fierve board should
become trustees of the new Case Westerl Reserve University.
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Three members of the Mellon Institute board joined the new
board for Carnegie-Mellon University. Some transfers of board
membership were arranged at the two Catholic colleges. The
boards of trustees for State University of New York, the University of Missouri, and Miami University were unchanged '-)after
acquiring the new campuses. A new board was named for the
governance of the University of Lowell.
The issue of governance was a major problem in the merger of
the School of Engineering and Science of New York University
with Polytechnic Institute. There was a good deal of faculty dissatisfaction at_Polytechnic with the_president, and_the_ school fac,
ulty insisted that the merged institution should have a new president. An acting president of Polytechnic was appointed who completed the plans for and presided over the merger, and the facmIty
of the merged institution participated in the selection of.a new
president who took office after the merger. The school faculty
also wanted to make sure that the board of trustees was strengthened in its membership, and steps in that direction were actually
agreed to. The school faculty also insisted that new department
chairmen be named, and that on all Polytechnic committees dealing with appointments, tenure, promotion, research policies, and
instructional programs the school faculty and the Polytechnic faculty should be equally represented for a number of years.
Finances The handling of the financial aspects of merger,
while involving a great deal of detail, was almost always accomplished without much difficulty. The succeeding institution
absorbed all debts and other fiscal obligations as of the date of

merger. In two instances of independent institutions, some adjustment in student tuition charges was necessary in order to achieve
a common level. APer the effective date of merger,.any commit-

ment of funds involved the regular financial procedures of the
successor institution. The payment of debts incurred in the
development of capital plant required the transfer of this debt to
the succeeding institution.

The disposition of the endowment fund could have been a
troublesome issue but did not appear to be so in any of the ten
cases, In five instanCes there was no endowment to transfer. In
the other five instances such endowment as existed was
44
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transferred to the succeeding institution. This endowment was
substantial in two instances: Case Institute and Mellon Institute.
There was only one example among these ten institutions of a
practice with which I am familiar from other experience: the
perpetuation of an endowment fund by the trustees of a merged
institution with an identity and a program of operation distinct
from the succeeding institution. In one instance among these ten
cases the board of trustees of the independent institution merged
with a state university did have endowment and other assets to
preserve. They established a private, nonprofit corporation to
-provide support to the new state university campus, primarily in
the form of student financial assistance. The new agency also
raised funds.for this purpose. In effect, the state university thus
acquired a private foundation to assist it in its various activities,

Property The disposition of the physical property was
another relatively simple matter. In only one of the ten merger
cases examined here was the property involved sold to a third
party; this case, of course, was that of the sale of the University
Heights campus of New York University to the state of New York
for the benefit of the Bronx Community College. In all nine other
instances the combined properties of the merged institutions continued to be used for the educational programs of the succeeding
institution. Nine of ten campuses remained in educational use
after the merger. This continued use was one of the objectives and
one of the consequences of merger.
Personnel There remains then the issue of disposition of the
personnel resources of merged institutions. In six of the ten instances this issue was resolved by the complete transfer of all personnel of the merged institution to the succeeding institution. In
the other four instances the handling of these personnel resources
was a major problem simply because these resources were surplus
to the needs of the succeeding college or university, The problem
involved again is well illustrated in the experience of the School
of Engineering and Science of New York University and the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The school had higher faculty

salaries and a lower student-faculty ratio than the institute.
Moreover, the institute faculty had entered into a collective
bargaining agreement with the institute's board of trustees, The
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issue then was whose compensation standards and whose workload standards were to prevail. The school insisted that no faculty appointments were to be terminated because of the merger,

and this insistence was incorporated into the agreement. The
school faculty also insisted that no degree program of either insti-

tution was to be terminated. It was agreed that no faculty compensation would be reduced, that no leave 'or retirement
provisions currently applicable to any.faculty member would be
changed during his or her period of service, and that tenured
faculty members would retain their tenured status. An enlarged
-state government subsidy- was necessary in-order- to fulfill-these-commitments, and subsequently the new institution had to give
increased attention to enrollment planning and financial planning
in order to carry out the various personnel obligations.
In the other four instances the succeeding institution took the
position that it could only continue the employment of such
faculty .anci such staff members as fitted its own needs after the
act of merger. This position was demanded by a consideration of
financial realism but of course was of no benefit to those persons
not

kept on by the succeeding institution. The question of

severance pay was raised in the instance of the Miami-Western
merger, and the issue was left to court determination, which had
not yet been made as of July, 1976.

Opposition to Merger
Mergers are not necessarily greeted with enthusiasm by the internal constituent groups involved. In three of our ten case studies
there was a record of substantial opposition to merger, an opposition that accomplished nothing in preventing merger but that
otherwise created some continuing hostilities. The three most
troublesome circumstances occurred in the Case Western Reserve
merger, the Polytechnic Institute of New York merger, and the
Miami University merger.
The opposition of the faculty of the School of Engineering and
Science to the merger with Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn has
already been recounted. Although this opposition was not strong
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enough to prevent the merger, it was strong enough to achieve
substantial concessions to the faculty status of all faculty
members after the merger. These concessions even included an
enlarged subsidy to the new institution by the state of New York,
The faculty and students of Western College were both unhappy about and opposed to the prospect of merger with Miami University. The opposition was quite vocal, and the hostility was
shared by some _board members and some prominent alumnae. A
good deal of publicity was given to this opposition; even the New
York Times and Time wrote about it. But because the opposition
---had-no-means- for- supplying- $3.3million- to -pay off the accumulated debts of the college or to provide income for future
operation, it was unable to halt the merger process. The opposition was vocal but ineffective. It troubled future relationships of
all involved, but offered no viable alternative to merger.
At Case Institute, faculty, students, and alumni expressed considerable opposition to the idea of merger between the time the
study commission was named in September, 1965, and the actual
agreement of merger in April, 1967. During this period President
Glennan of Case Institute resigned and a new president was
selected. The absence of _strong presidential leadership during a
part of this interval may have encouraged faculty opposition. Student opposition may have been sparked by faculty attitudes, and
alumni opposition was probably led from both sources.
The Case Institute opposition was largely defensive. The
prevailing attitude was that Case Institute was stronger than
Western Reserve in the physical sciences, mathematics, and
applied science, Since Case Institute was not confronted by any
immediate financial crisis, the faculty and others insisted that they
saw no benefit to be gained by the institute from formal alliance
with Western Reserve. The faculty was largely insulated from
the point of view of the two boards, the two presidents, John

Gardner of the Carnegie Corporation, and the officials of

the National Science Foundation who saw definite and longrange benefits from merger.
The new president of Case Institute supported the idea of
merger; so did the board of trustees. Both presidents and, both
boards were convinced that a merger would result in a strengthened, quality university in Cleveland. Both were aware of the
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development of a state university and of a community college in
Cleveland, and they were convinced that the need for erilat.ged,

noncompetitive philanthropic support of a merged university
should be controlling in the current situation. Merger at tht top,
at the level of the presidency and board, was achieved with some
ease, but there followed years of disaffection in achieving real
merger within vital instructional and other programs.

There were considerably lesser degrees of opposition encountered in the other cases of merger. It may be said that merger

was seldom a happy experience. But the need for merger was
usually so apparent, and an alternative to merger so elusive, that
merger was accomplished.

Other Aspects of Process
In every instance merger was a legal act. This fact meant that considerable skill and assistance from competent lawyers- was an indispensable part of the merger process. Legal advice and
assistance contributed substantially to the effectiveness of
mergers. Substantive matterl of agreement, details of financial
arrangements, and appropriate implementation under state laws
applying to higher education corporations were embodied in the
formalized agreements entered into by both parties. The only exception to the use of this kind of legal instrument is when merger
of two public institutions is accomplished by state law. In one instance the merger agreement between an independent nonprofit
higher education corporation and a state university was followed

by a caw under probate law to make certain that all

legal

obligations of both boards of trustees had been fully performed.
In this instance it was thought desirable to have formal court adjudication approving or modifying the merger agreement.

Role of Faculty and Students It may be worthy of repetition
to observe that in all but two of the merger procedures faculty
and students had a negligible role. There was some faculty and
student concern voiced in these merger procedures, and of course
faculty and student representations had their influence during the
legislative process nt cessar) to the merger of the two public in48
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stitutions. But as a general circumstance in eight of the ten cases
we studied, faculty and students were not important actors in the

process of merger. The primary reason for this circumstance
would appear to be the absence of an institutionwide point of
view on the part of both groups. The faculty point of view was essentially one of protecting employment security, status, or working conditions. This point of view was of little use in a situation
where the income-expense relationship was out of balance and
where there was no realistic prospect of generating additional income or reducing the current level of expenditures. The student
point of view was mostly concerned with completion of degrce
programs under existing degree requirements, although in three
instances there was:some preference for the intimacy of the small
college. Student spokesmen had no answer to the question about

how a small college should be supported, except to expect
someone-else-to-do-so. Itis noteworthy that in one instance student leaders took the initiative that helped to lead to merger.
In the merger of the University of Buffalo with the State University of New York, some student concern was voiced about
three issues: fraternities, football, and parking. The board of
trustees of SUNY had taken a policy position opposed to both
fraternities and intercollegiate athletics. The State University of
New York at Buffalo was required to conform to these policies.
The availability of parking for commuting students could be
resolved only by the construction of a wholly new campus.
In another instance, because of faculty concern voiced about
how merger would_dffect instructional departments as such, seven
committees of the two institutions were created composed of administrators and faculty. These seven committees were assigned
the following tasks: professional personnel and programs, nonacademic employee policies and procedures, space and facilities,
budget and accounting, publications and public relations, legal
arrangements, and general coordination. The committee arrangernent proved useful in providing a sense of participation and in
ensuring a better understanding of planned relationships. But this
merger was one not involving immediate financial difficulty.

Time When an independent institution is merged with a

public institution, or when the state government legislative
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process is in some way involved in a merger arrangement, a considerable time may be required in order to achieve the desired
outcome. In one instance six years elapsed from the first consideration of merger until its final accomplishment. In this case
the active period of negotiation took two years. In another instance of an independent university becoming part of a state university system, two years were required to bring about the formal
change of status. The merger of two public institutions took three
years to bring about as an active smatter of legislative consideration. While only one year was involved in the merger of Mellon
Institute and Carnegie Institute, two years were required for the
merger process of Case Institute and Western Reserve. Other
mergers we examined were accomplished in a period of months,
from two months to twelve months. Merger is a time-consuming
process.
Objectives There is a considerable difference between a

merger process under the lash of financial stringency and a.
merger process where the objectives are essentially ones of
building a strengthened university. A merger accornplistied in the

1960s was more like), to represent the second set of cir-

cumstances, while a merger accomplished in the 1970s was more
likely to be occasioned by financial difficulties. The difference
between the two mergers was essentially one of ability to offer
reassurances to faculty, students, and staff. Mergers in the 1960s

involved working out arrangements so that all personnel had
assurances of continued employment, and students were readily
accommodated in the enlarged institution. Public financial support made possible an assurance of faculty employment security

in the instance of merger of the School of Engineering and

Science with Polytechnic Institute in 1973 and in the instance of
the creation of the University of Lowell in 1975. But in four other
mergers of the 1970s, no continued employment security could be
guaranteed by the agreement of merger.
Structure Finally, some comment about the term merger may
be needed. The second president of the merged Case Western
Reserve University preferred to speak of a "federated" university
rather than of a mergeI university. The preference was in part a
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matter of reassurance to the alumni, contributors, and faculty of
the former Case Institute of Technology. Many of these individuals felt that they were somehow being disadvantaged by being
joined with the departments of the arts and sciences of Western
Reserve. They felt that they were intellectually and financially
stronger than the departments they were being merged with. Even
the preservation of Case Institute as the organizational unit of the
university offering programs in the physical sciences and engineering was not entirely satisfying to those persons who disliked
and feared the merger.
The term federation may indeed have a connotation of greater

autonomy for the component units than the term

merger. But
merger seems to be the more accurate descriptive label when cer-

tain definite outcomes are expected from the process of consolidation: (I) the organization of a single board of trustees where
two boards previously existed; (2) a single chief executive officer
in whom the authority and responsibility of leadership are

entrusted: (3) a single structure of support services; (4) a consolidation of comparable instructional departments. It may be
feasible, as was the case in several of our illustrations, to maintain

a merged college as an identifiable instructional or research
entity within the merged institution. This arrangement characterized seven of the ten mergers studied here. But in each of these instances the four outcomes just enumerated were achieved.
Labels are of little importance in relation to the substance of
institutional consolidation. In a merger the most important conse-

quences have to do with governance, leadership, support activities, faculty structure, and use of plant. These consequences
are especially important where financial difficulties have precipitated consolidation.

urnmary
The process of merger is not a simple procedure. The advantages
of merger must be clearly articulated, and even then these advantages cannot be expected to be acceptable to all faculty members,

to all students, to all alumni, to all staff. The limitations of
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merger are seldom expressed by advocates, and tend to be exaggerated by opponents.
The process of merger may be precipitate, or it may be extended in time. The difference is likely to be one of financial urgency.

When the process is one of haste, many issues remain to be
resolved after the formal merger itself. Consultants may help in
underlining the problems of merger, and in helping to achieve a
better understanding of the objectives of merger.
Merger in an atmosphere of financial urgency is likely to be less
well-planned, less open, less satisfactory to the persons most concerned with the consequences. Financial intervention by a state
government can soften the economic blow of merger, if there is a

disposition to intervene. We have found that disposition only in
New York State.

Merger is a legal act, involving legal agreement and legal
relationships. As sucb, legal assistance and advice are essential.

Merger is not a process calculated to make all participants
happy. Yet it is also a process that results in the preservation of
essential educational services and opportunities.
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FOUR

The Consequences
of Merger
As we have emphasized several times, the particular mergers analyzed in this study were of quite different kinds. Accordingly, it is

not surprising to find that the consequences were quite varied.
The obvious question to ask, of course, is whether or not the objectives of merger were' realized. To the extent that mergers did
have defined purposes, we may inquire about their realization.
Since the purposes were often somewhat lacking in precision,
their actual attainment is also somewhat uncertain.
The major purposes of the mergers we studied were these:

To obtain support for the urban mission of previously independent universities.

To strengthen quality.
To consolidate complementary institutions in the interests of
more economical operation and unified management.
To meet financial difficulties and to liquidate debts.
To preserve some identity of a campus and academic operation.
In some circumstances a merger might indeed have sought to

achieve two or more of these five objectives. Yet in varying
degrees the partieular mergers we studied tended to have a
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predominant purpose that overshadowed all other possible purposes. That purpose was financial, and there were unexpected or
unanticipated consequences as well. These consequences deserve
attention.

The Urban Mission
In the instance of both the University of Buffalo and the University of Kansas City it must be asserted that the merger with the
state university systems did accomplish the basic objective of support for an urban mission. The results in the instance of Buffalo
were quite spectacular. At the same time there were difficulties
encountered so that the change of status was not entirely so great
a blessing as anticipated.
The mergers of the University of Buffalo and of the University
of Kansas City with their respective state university systems occurred at a strategically critical time, in 1962 and 1963. Higher
education was on the verge of great expansion in enrollment, in
programs, and in financing. It is difficult to believe that either in-

stitution as an independent university could have participated
effectively in this expansion except by reason-of-merger with their
respective state systems.
The timing was strategic in another way. Those administrators

and those faculty members whcr found the new status as a state
university campus too resirictiie for their personal preference
were able to move elsewhere. Substantial additions to faculty and

staff were made throughout higher education in the

1960s.

Opportunities for movement were extensive. As a result, those

members of each academic community who wanted to gosomeplace else generally were able to do so. And .this movement
did take place. Evidence from each campus substantiates the fact
that almost all staff and faculty members who disliked the fact of

merger had gone to other campuses within four years of the
merger. In addition, substantial numbers of new staff and faculty
were recruited in these years. There were few staff and faculty by
1970

with any personal experience of the premerger period of'

either university.
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In the autumn of 1962 the University of Buffalo had an enrollment of 15,000 students; by the autumn of 1970 the enrollment
had expanded to 19,000 students. The state of New York committed $650 million to building an all new campus for the university outside the city. The current operating budget had increased

from $20 million a year to $80 million. Tuition charges to
students had been reduced. Faculty salaries had tripled. The
number of graduate programs had expanded and the quality of
faculty personnel was judged by one review to have become substantially better. Annual library expenditures went from $150,000
to over one million dollars. The State University of New York at
Buffalo in the 1970s was gaining a reputation for distinguished
scholarship and programs.
The story of the University of Missouri at Kansas City is less
dramatic but nonetheless substantial. Enrollment increased from
4,000 students in 1962 to 9,500 students by the autumn of 1970.
New departments were created, new buildings constructed on the
campus, a new library was built, additional faculty positions were
create.d. Graduate programs were expanded. Faculty salaries were
increased by about 80 percent. Very little of this expansion would

have occurred, it was felt, without the change of status and the
merger with the University of Missouri.
In both instances individual members of the boards of trustees
expressed considerable enthusiasm for the mergers. These persons

had been disturbed by the inability of the board to develop
needed resources for its university. They were also relieved to be
freed from continued concern with the financial circumstances of
each university.

The Costs of State Merger

The State University of New York at Buffalo was advantaged
because of the sizable commit,aents of the state government to
higher education in the many years of political leadership by
Governor Rockefeller from 1959 to late 1973. The consequences
of this merger would have been much less spectacular without
that political leadership. Shortly after the merger in 1962 some
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officials of the University of Buffalo, in their new role as state
university officials, complained that the state university campus
was not obtaining all the increased support they had anticipatcd.
By 1967 these particular criticisms had ended as the Buffalo campus participated in the general advance of state expenditures for
higher education.
Even so, there were two sources of conflict that developed
between the campus and the state university system headquarters
in Albany.' One conflict involved pension settlement. Faculty
members wanted all the years of service at the University of Buffalo to be included in the retirement benefits program of the State
University of New York. The university system administrators
argued that the New York pension structure could apply only as
of the time ot the merger. Then the system officers insisted that
all research, grants and contracts should be administered from the
central office rather than from the campus office. This arrangement was the source of a good deal of conflict between the campus and the system.
With a new president (later chancellor) of the New York State
university system after 1963, there was a general tendency for the
system office staff to expand and to require more information
about and more approvals of campus operation. The reduced
autonomy of the Buffalo campus was particularly evident to those
administrative officers and faculty members who continued in
office after the merger. There was a disposition by some persons
to believe that the campus was paying a high price for its new
status. In turn, system officials in Albany complained that Buffalo administrators did not understand the requirements of state
university operation imposed by state law. Moreover, system officials pointed out that a system necessarily imposed certain standards of procedure and of management in terms of systemwide
objeCtives and resources. System officials were unhappy about
what they considered to be unjustified griping from officials of
the Buffalo campus.
The problems within the University of Missouri system were
somewhat different. Prior to 1963 the University of Missouri
system was comprised nf two campuses, the main campus in
Columbia and a school of mining and metallurgy in Rolla. With
the addition of a campus in Kansas City and the gradual develop56
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ment of a carups in
tit
rsity was suddenly
confronted with th7' occd of
staff to act on a
systemwide basis.
,;ve officers of the university
were identified primarily with the Columbia campus and were
considered from the distance of Kansas City to be especially
protective of Columbia interests. The Kansas City officials
believed strongly that their campus was not receiving an equitable
distribution of the state appropriation for the support of the University of Missouri. The business office of the University of Mis-

souri tended to act as if the Kansas City campus was located in
Columbia. The academic departments on the Kansas City campus
perceived the academic departments in Columbia as hostile to
their program development, their' management of personnel, and
their course offerings.
Although students were pleased with the prospect of reduced
tuition, they were disappointed because these reductions were
small and slow in appearing. Kansas City officials explained that
because the campus was not obtaining its "fair share" of the state
appropriation, student fee income was needed to provide essential
levels of support. Although faculty members were pleased with
the increased salaries made possible during the 1960s, they
perceived that campus autonomy had been substantially impaired
and were somewhat unhappy about their "second-class" status
within the University of Missouri system.
The tensions that developed in the 1960s between the University of Missouri at Kansas City and the University of Missouri
system were still evident during the 1970s. These tensions were
those familiar within a university system: the allocation of appropriation resources, limitations upon the inauguration of new
degree programs, controls over campus management, information
requirements, and academic standards. The slowness with which
the university system developed as a system, the identification of
the system with the flagship campus in Columbia, and the only

gradual understanding that campuses within the system had
different missions and different needsthese factors helped to
perpetuate the conflicts of the 1960s into the decade of the 1970s.
The costs of merger at both Buffalo and Kansas City were summarized in a single sentence: "The expectations were greater than
the events." Events came closer to matching expectations in New

York than they did in Missouri.
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The Strengthening of Quality: Case Western Reserve
University and Carnegie-Mellon University

The story of the aftermath of the creation of Case Western
Reserve University was a story of community, regional,' and
national acceptance of the desirability and benefits of merger far

exceeding the internal evaluation of results achieved. In particular, the faculty members of the former Case Institute generally
considered themselves more disadvantaged than advantaged by

the merger. This internal hostility after 1967 was to complicate
and harass the leadership and management of the university for
the next ten years. Only as of 1976 had these internal hostilities
begun to evaporate and had the realities of merger begun to be
generally accepted. The acceptance of mergers takes time.

As we observed earlier, the merger of Case Institute and
Western Reserve was at the outset essentially a merger of top

governance, of leadership structure, and of support service
management. The merger of academic departments and of

-

instructional programs took much longer to accomplish. There
were times when it was uncertain if the merger could ever be
accomplished. The major difficulties were three, although there
were certain other complications also to resolve. Case Institute
was essentially a school of engineering and science, with
depa:tments in the humanities and social sciences largely as a service to the basic thrust of the institute. Western Reserve University consisted of three undergraduate colleges: Adelbert for men,
Flora Stone Mather for women, and Cleveland_ for part-time
students and adults. The graduate faculty in the arts and sciences
was drawn from the three undergraduate groupings, but mostly
from Adelbert and Mather.
After the merger, Case Institute continued to be, in effect, a
school of engineering and science. Western Reserve College was
established as an instructional entity for undergraduate educa--tion in the arts and sciences. A school of graduate studies was
established as a coordinating mechanism for graduate education.
Several new faculties or schools were created: humanities and
arts, social and behavioral sciences, science and mathematics, and
engineering. Devising this organizational structure and making it

operable was a first major problem growing out of the 1967
merger.
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A second problem was the actual consolidation of academic
departments within which faculty members of Case and Western
Reserve could function together in a spirit of academic goodwill
and acceptance. A merger of departments was difficult to effect.
Faculty members from Case science departments tended to think
of themselves as superior in qualifications to faculty members

from Western Reserve science departments (other than those
within the school of medicine'. Faculty members from Western
Reserve departments in the humaniWs and social sciences tended
to think of themselves as sUperior in qualifications to faculty
members from Case Institute. Mei:ginr., these departments and
finding a place for every faculty member was a major undertaking. Only time, with its isual accompaniment of retirements and
resignations, could provide a full realization of the objective of
departmental merger.
A third problem was that of program development within an
organizational structure which in essence provided three faculties
(humanities and arts, social and behavioral sciences, science and
mathematics), and several program units (Western Reserve

College, school of engineering, school of nursing, school of
graduate studies). Developing a philosophy and practice of undergraduate education in this organizational setting proved
almost impossible. The university was still struggling with this
problem in 1976. Committees had been established and reports
had been prepared, but obtaining both the necessary faculty approvals and the essential departmental implementation proved
difficult.

The "federated" university began operation in 1967 with a
forty-one member board of trustees bringing together prominent
individuals from both boards, a pre3ident from Case, a chancellor
from Western Reserve (the position was not continued after his
retirement), administrative associates from both campuses, a
combined plant of 110 buildings representing an initial cost of

$165 million on an 128 acre city campus. In the first year of
federation Case Western Reserve experienced a deficit in its
current operations of $3 million. In the following year, 1968-69, the
deficit grew. The financial difficulties were not created by merger,

but the new organizational structure had to resolve the problem.
By 1969 the university had one million square feet of new space to

6i3
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operate, much of it built for faculty research, while federal
government grants in support of research were declining. The new

Cleveland State University with substantial new facilities was
beginning to make its mark in the community. Case Western
Reserve began to experience enrollment losses in 1969, at both
the undergraduate and the graduate levels. In 1970 the president
of the university resigned and the dean of the law school became
the new president.
Case Western Reserve had only two avenues open to it to cope
with the fact of a deepening deficit. One avenue was to seek more

income. In 1969 the university was constrained to ask and did
receive financial support from the state of Ohio for its school of
medicine. Gift income was sought also, and in 1976 the university launched a major fundraising campaign for endowment. The
other avenue was to reduce expenditures. Some former Case faculty and staff leaders felt that their colleagues bore the brunt of
this policy; faculty positions at Case Institute were reduced from
280 positions in 1966-67 to 200 positions by 1974.
Faculty compensation had been higher on the average at Case
Institute than at Western Reserve. The salaries of former Case
faculty members tended to be held stationary while the salaries of
former Western Reserve faculty members were advanced. This

kind of equalization within an environment of financial stringency helped to exacerbate internal difficulties for the merger.
Some of the essential statistics of merger were these:
Enrollment (FTE)
Faculty
Full-time
Total
Support Personnel

1967

1970

1975

8,411

7,994

7,155

1,154

1,157
1,870

2,238

1,931

1,660

2,010
2,003

1,217

In 1966, in his assessment of quality in graduate education,
M. Cartter made a comparative study of graduate
departments in twenty-nine diiciplines. Cartter found the rated
quality of the departmental faculty at Western Reserve to be
Allan

strong in four disciplines (bacteriology, biochemistry, physiology,
and zoology), and "adequate plus" in five disciplines (including
chemistry). The quality of the faculty at Case Institute was rated
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as strong in two disciplines (electrical and mechanical engineering), good in one discipline (physics), and "adequate plus" in
three disciplines.
In 1970 the American Council on Education published a new
rating of graduate programs prepared by Kenneth D. Roose and
Charles I.Anderson. The rating scale was somewhat different
from that of the Cartter assessment, and the number of disciplines
was increased to thirty-six. Case Western Reserve now was rated
in the first group of distinguished and strong departments in nine
disciplines (biochemistry, botany, developmental biology, microbiology, molecular biology, pharmacology, physiology, electrical
engineering, and mechanical engineering). The university was
rated in the second category of distinguished departments in five

disciplines, and in the third category in six disciplines. Thus,
while Case and Western Reserve separately had received ratings
in fifteen disciplines in the 1966 assessment, the federated university received ratings in twenty-two disciplines in the 1970 assessment.

Carnegie-Mellon University The merger creating CarnegieMellon University in 1967 had a somewhat less complicated route
to travel than did the merger of Case and Western Reserve. The

first year of deficit in the current operating accounts did not
occur until 1970-71. The endowment of Carnegie Institute was
expanded by 50 percent through merger. The reorganizationof-departments was accomplished without too much difficulty and
made fully effective by 1971. The new university established a
Carnegie Institute of Engineerirs as one major component and a
Mellon Institute of Science as a second major component. To
these were added a college of humanities and social sciences and a
school of urban and public administration, both of which admitted their first 'students in 1969. A college of fine arts and the
Margaret Morrison Carnegie college continued as organizational
arrangements. The university was not notably successful,
however,, in_ developing its undergraduate instructional programs
on a coherent, universitywide basis. The deficit was reversed by
1972-73.

In the Cartter ratings of quality in graduate departments published in 1966, Carnegie Institute received mention in four fields,
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three good (chemistry, civil engineering, and mechanical engineering), and one "adequate plus" (mathematics). In the RooseAnderson ratings published in 1970, Carnegie-Mellon University
received ratings in nine fields, eight in the first category of rating
(economics, psychology, chemistry, physics, chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, and mechanical
engineering) and one in the second category (mathematics). The
contrast in ratings between the years 1965 and 1969 was thus
quite marked, and suggested the success of both the developmental efforts at Carnegie preceding 1965 and the merger.
Like many other institutions, Carnegie-Mellon suffered some
enrollment losses in engineering at the end of the 1960s, and this
reduction helped to bring about the financial difficulties experienced in 1971 and 1972. A reversal of this enrollment trend, careful husbanding of available resources, and growing student recognition of distinguished graduate programs assisted financial
recovery. This experience was probably made possible in good
part as a consequence of the merger.
There were faculty complications in the merger of Carnegie
Institute and Mellon Institute as there were at Case Western
Reserve, even though the conditions for avoiding this difficulty
would seem to have been propitious. The two faculty groups were

suspicious that merger would tend to disadvantage their status,
and the necessity for some expenditure retrenchment seemed to
enhance these suspicions. To some participant, observers it
seemed that it took .at least eight years to bring about some
general faculty satisfaction with the new organizational arrangement.

Consolidation
Three of the merger situations we studied appeared to represent a
thrust toward consolidation of complementary institutions. The

question of consequences is then a question about the effectiveness of such consolidation. An opportunity presented itself for
merger in these particular instances and the consolidations were
then effected. Presumably the antidpated benefits would eventually he realized.
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In the instance of the University of Lowell the consequences of
the merger effected as of July I, 1975, were too recent to permit
careful evaluation. At the same time it was evident that the existence of a merger planning board, which functioned for about
eighteen months preceding July 1, 1975, had done a great deal to
help bring about the necessary merger arrangements. Primary
attention was given to a merger of various support services, such
as library management, student services, and business management. The college of general studies at the Lowell Institute campus was moved to the Lowell State campus, physical education
was consolidated at the Lowell State campus, and the physical
science departments were .merged with those on the Lowell Tech
campus. As a consequence, the colleges of engineering, pure and
applied science, and business management were located on the
Lowell Tech campus, while the colleges of liberal arts, education,

music, and health were located on the former Lowell State

College campus. The general view one year after merger was that
the consolidation had been helpful in strengthening academic programs and in achieving some economies in support programs.
Vermont College merged with Norwich University in 1972 and
continued to function after that date very much as it had functioned before. The administrative structure was consolidated, but

the academic program and performance remained largely unchanged. The acadeinic program at Vermont College continued to

be strongly occupational -in objective and two-year in scope.
While Vermont College was now open to enrollment by both men

and women, the student body had a majority of women.
The principal advantage in the merger was the introduction of
some economies in the performance of support services. The university officers also insisted upon some economies in the operation of academic programs in order to ensure that support as well
as output costs were met by student charges. Almost all of the
administrative staff of Vermont College Were dismissed; the posi-

tion of academic dean was retained, although a new individual
was named for the post. The position of dean of students was also
retained, as well as that of secretary for alumnae relations.
All faculty members of Vermont College were required to submit their resignations after the merger. Those faculty members
who then wished to apply to Norwich University were invited to
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do so. All who applied were hired. By 1976 some 50 percent, or
approximately twenty, of the former Vermont College faculty
members were still employed. Some faculty members did not apply for reappointment because they were made aware that they
did not meet Norwich University standards for faculty status. The

student body of Vermont College was little affected by the
merger. The university held a separate commencement for Vermont College, and the students received a degree in the name of
Vermont College of Norwich University.
In general, it appears that the merger of Vermont College with
Norwich University has worked quite well. Problems may lie
ahead, however. The purposes and program objectives of the two
campuses must still be clarified. Will the Norwich campus become
coeducational and less military in emphasis? Will Vermont

College expand the enrollment of males and offer four-year
programs? Will the instructional departments of the two campuses be consolidated? These questions, as of 1976, remained to
be answered. The two campuses had little in common prior to
merger except geographical proximity and some 'male-female stu-

dent social relationship. The future role of the two campuses
might be different from that existing at the time of merger.
The merger of Marymount College with Loyola University to
Loyola Marymount University was administrative
recognition of a geographical fact; the two institutions shared the
same campus. Enrollment grew after 1968 from about 1,300 men
and 300 women to an enrollment in the autumn of 1975 of 2,000
become

men and 1,000 women students. A good deal of attention has
been given in the past three years to a study of desirable instructional programs and the appropriatc course offerings within the
consolidated institution. These study and discussion efforts were
still continuing in the spring of 1976.
The Sisters of the Religious of the Sacred Heart of Mary who
previously had owned Marymount College decided to devote the
energies of the order to activities other than education. The order
sold its campus in Palos Verdes where it had operated a senior
high school and a junior college and discontinued both
operations. New challenges in the urban setting were accepted by
the order.
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The Polytechnic Institute of New York
The consolidation of the School of Engineering and Science of
New York University and the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn to
form the Polytechnic Institute of New York represented a special
case and must be mentioned as such. As indicated earlier, it is
doubtful indeed if this particular merger of two essentially similar
institutions would have been accomplished except for the dire
financial circumstances of New York University in 1972 and the
political intervention of the state of New York in providing the
administrative initiative and the financial support needed to
bring about the consolidation.
The new president of the Polytechnic Institute who took office
on October, 15, 1973. faced three formidable problems: the
merger of the two faculties, a reduction in staffing to fit available
financial resources, and the -initiation of vigorous efforts to expand undergraduate enrollment. As of September 1, 1973, the
Polytechnic Institute had addressed invitations to 88 individuals
in the School of Engineering and Science to join the 207 current
faculty members of Polytechnic. Some 66; or three-quarters, of
the school faculty accepted the offer. All department chairmen
were asked to resign and acting chairmen were designated. Search
committees were then constituted to recommend new chairmen.

For the most part this procedure worked well and tended to

resolve some potentially harmful situations.
All academic departmental programs were reviewed by panels
of consultants brought in from outside the institute. These panels
submitted recommendations about the development of program
strengths and about course offerings. The faculty members moving from New York University to Polytec: tic Institute tended to
be bittcr about what they considered to be their betrayal by the
university. On the other hand, there can be no doubt but that the
sale of the Bronx campus to the state of New York saved New
York University from financial collapse.

Only about 40 percent of the students of the School of
Engineering and Science transferred to Polytechnic Institute, and

only about one quarter of thc nearly two million dollars in

research cor tracts und grants at the school were transferred to
Polytechnic. On the other hand, student enrollment had increased
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by 20 percent by 1975, and research funding at the Polytechnic
Institute of New York was up one-third by 1975-76. The current
deficit was steadily reduced and was expected to be eliminated by
1976-77. The student-faculty ....too was increased as enrollment ex-

panded and as research ativit) absorbed more faculty time.
In addition to the pane; review of programs and courses, the
Polytechnic Institute retained outside consultants to study student
services, administrative structure, and faculty productivity in relation to financial resources. These studies were helpful in paving
the way for needed internal adjustments. Efforts were also made

to improve the appearance of the campus and the facilities in

downtown Brooklyn.
The new Polytechnic Institute explored various possibilities for

adding new programs and services that would attract new
students and new sources or income. Several such ventures had
been undertaken by 1976. New attention had also been given to
fundraising in order to increase the financial resources of the institute. Under new and effective leadership, and with considerable
effort, it appeared by 1976 that the Polytechnic Institute of New
York might be headed toward new achievement in enrollment,
quality of programs, scope of services, and varied financial support.

Merger Settlements

In the instance of the merger of Newton College with Boston
College, Boston College acquired the Newton campus of some
seventy acres and took over the nearly four million dollars in debt
accumulated by Newton College. The campus was a desirable
addition to the physical property of Boston College. Boston
College was able to house 750 students on the campus; it used the
campus for a general education program for freshmen students;
and it made plans to locate its law school on this campus,
From the merger agreement, Newton College obtained
severance pay for all staff and the promise of employment by
Boston College of those faculty members and staff who met the
Boston standards and were needed by Boston College. Eventually Boston College decided that it did not need any of the New66

tan-faculty, but ten of the long-term Newton faculty members
were given faculty fellowships enabling them to teach for two
years at Boston College. These fellowships were given to faculty
members haying the doctorate, having ten years or more of service to Newton Cblle Le, and having promise as teacher/scholars,
The expectation was that these individuals would either find other
employment at the end of two years or would be absorbed within
the Boston College faculty. Boston College did take over all of

the clerical staff and all of the maintenance staff of Newton
College, but retained only two persons from the administrative
staff, one in admissions and one in alumnae relations. Two individuals from the Newton College board were added to the Boston
College board.
Only about one-third of the former Newton College students

transferred to Boston College. All of the creditors of Newton
College were paid off.
At the time of the merger with Miami University, Western
College had 320 students and a staff of 81: 36 faculty members, 38

support staff, and 7 administrative officers. Miami University
offered employment to 18 faculty members, but only 12 accepted.

All but two of these individuals were gone by the summer of
1976. Faculty members from Western College found the
departmental pressures within a large state university uncomfort-

able, and they sought other employment. Miami University
offered positions to 26 of the 38 persons on the support staff and
20 of 'these individuals accepted employment. Most of them are
still so employed two years later. Miami University gave positions to two of the seven administrative officers.
Practically none of the Western College students transferred to
Miami University. Presumably as of the autumn of 1974 these
students had obtained admission to other higher education institutions considered more like the Western College academic environment.

Miami University acquired 251 acres of land adjacent to its
own campus and by 1976 had made plans to construct two or
three new facilities on the land thus obtained. Miami University
paid off all the debts of Western College, Some bitterness was
engendered, however, about the disposition of some personal
property and of a finlncial surplus accumulated by Western
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College by June 30, 1974. Miaini University considered the university to be entitled to all personal property and to the cash surplus. Eventually, an additional agreement was entered into with
the Western board of trustees whereby the funds remaining as of
June 30, 1974, were to be distributed as follows:
First $100,000 to Western board
Next $210,000 to Miami University
Next $100,000 to Miami University
Next $210,000 to Western board
Remaining
to Miami University
As of the summer of 1976 it was expected that about $300,000
would remain to be distributed according to thiq formnla.

It should be added that the effort by Miami University to
launch an experimental college making use of the Western
College facilities had not been notably succe,.sful by the end of
1975-76. Enrollment in both 1974 and 1975 was only about 60

percent of the desired goal, and there continued to be considerable Miami faculty opposition to the operation of the entire
--ifeademic enterprise. It seemed likely that Miami Universily
would eventually absorb the entire Western campus into its "normal" academic endeavors.
In the merger of Lowell Institute of Technology and Lowell
State College, all personnel of the two institutions were retained.
The president of Lowell Tech was designated as acting president
of the combined university from July 1, to December 31, 1975,
while a seareh for a new president was undertaken. When the new
president took over on Janu.,..rv 1, 1976, the acting president
nniven.:ty. The president
became executive vice presido.:
chancellor of the university
of Lowell State was given the t;t:,!
when the position was to
until the time he reached retnement
be abolished. The deans ::,nained un.Thanged. Some shakedown
in staffing was expected :Hth retire :nts and with resignations.

Identity

An important part of mos:. :derger arrangements w:f., continued
identification in some fashion of the college or ir:,tiWte being
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merged. In the instance of Buffalo and Kansas City, both campuses continued to be identifiedwith their location: the State University of New York at Buffalo and the 'Orkersity of Missouri at
Kansas City: In the instance of the Lowell merger, the University
of Lowell, the successor institution, was still identified by the
place name.
Case Western Reserve University and_Carnegie-Mellon University both represented a combinat;ori of the names of their predecessor organiz.ations. Moreover. Ct:se Western Reserve University continued the designation of Case Institute of Technology as
an organizational component of
parent university. Similarly,

a Carnegie Institute of Engineering and a Mellon Institute of
Science were established at Carncgie-Mellon University.
Loyola University. after the mcier with Marymount College,
became Loyola Marymount Univecsity. Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn became Polytechnic !nstitute of NeW Yed: after the
merger with the School of Engine(ring and Science of New York
University. Vermont College rernained a campus and an organizational entity of Norwicti University aftei merger. Newton
College became the Newton campus of Boqton College. Miami
University established the Western College as an organizational
entity, although the future vial:ility o: the si,-Ictural arrangement
was somewhat uncertain by the .:uninlot oi 1976.
In every instance, then, some provisicr. wai made to recognize
and preserve the identity of the merged Mstitutions. This continuity appeared to be of some impomm...e in making merger more
acceptable on campus after the actual process of merger had been
completed.

Conclusion

Once the procedure of 4:eement has been concluded, the task of
accomplishing the objectives of merger remain to be achieved.
Among the consequences of merger, three or four results appear
to be quite evident. Mergers did permit the payment of creditors
where the financill exig,ency of one particular institution was a
paramount influence motivating the need for merger. Mergers
also produced certain definite benefits in campus expansion, in
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financial improvement, in enrollment, in quality of instructional
programs. These benefits were not evenly distributed, but in varying degrees they were evident in the story of the mergers studied
here.

A third generalization is warranted. It proved to be easier to
merge boards of trustees and administrative and support stdffs
than to merge faculties. In terms of subsequent faculty disappc.ittments, frustrations, and hostilities, faculty Opposition to
mrgers in the first place becomes understandable. Mergers mean
change. Mergers in the social and economic climate of the 1970s
are likely to mean reductions in the number of faculty positions
needed or financially supportable by the successor institution.
The larger university absorbing a smaller college offers a very
different academic environment from that which the faculty

members of the smaller college have known. Many faculty
members find the new environment unsatisfactory and tend to
drift away.
When a small college is absorbed by a larger university, only a
small proportion of the students appear to be interested in transferring to the larger institution. Students also drift away, piesumably to an environment more nearly similar to that they have
known before the merger.
Mergers have consequences. And the consequences are not uniformly satisfactory to all participating groups involved.
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FIVE

Closing: An
Alternative to Merger
There is always an alternative to merger for a troubled college or
university. That alternative is closing. A closing may be voluntary

or involuntary. A closing may involve some new use for the
property, it may leave many creditors unsatisfied, or it may result
in paying off most, if not all, creditors. Closing may bring unhap-

piness to students, loss of employment to faculty and staff, income reduction for the community. Closing is an unpleasant experience for all involved. Yet closing remains as an option when a
college iS unable to operate in the black and has' no immediate
prospects of merger.
As a part of this study, we examined five college closings occurring between 1971 and 1975. The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities and the National Center for
Educational Statistics identified 56 independent colleges as having

closed between 1972 and 1975.* Of these 56 colleges, 36 werefour-year colleges and 20 were two-year colleges; 37 were
coeducational, 15 were women's colleges, and 4 were men's
colleges; 26 were independently sponsored, 22 were affiliated with
Chroe.cle of Higher Education, September 22, 1975.
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Int denomthe Catholic Church, and 8 were related to P.
inations. It is obvious that closings do occur.
In our study we found that the closing of a ci '1,1e presented
even more sensitive issues than those involved in a merger. One
reason for this sensitivity is that a closing is very likely to result in
litigation. Indeed, in four of the five cases we examined, the closed college was in a state of bankruptcy. One bankruptcy was involuntary, three were voluntary. In the one case where bankruptCy had not been declared, the president was suing the board
of trustees for personal damages on the grounds that the board

had retained his services fraudulently. The former president
asserted that as of the time he became president the board had
already decided to close the college but had not informed him of
this decision. Furthermore, he declared that the closing had
damaged his academic career and had brought disrepute to his
leadership performance, a wrong that entitled him to personal
damages from the board of trustees individually. The case was
still in litigation as of the summer of 1976.
The fact of actual litigation or bankruptcy in the instance of all
five college closings selected for study made those conversant with
the history of each situation reluctant to talk at all, and absolutely unwilling to talk if there were any possibility that their
statements Might be quoted or their names identified in any way.

In the age of extensive litigation the ordinary citizen is learning
that he or she must be quite cautious about conversation that
might become relevant to a pending or possible legal action.
Applied social science study has yet to learn how to cope with this
new circumstance.
As a consequence, we believe it is not feasible to identify four
of the five closings we studied in some detail. We shall have to be
satisfied simply to report and to analyze certain obvious aspects
involved in these college closings. Although we shall not attempt
to conceal these identities with false or misleading information,
we shall not offer any specific clues to these identities either.
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General Characteristics of Closed Colleges

Of the five college closings we studied, four were four-year
' colleges and one was a two-year college. Four colleges were independent or nonsectarian in sponsorship; one college was related,
to an order of the Roman Catholic Church. Three of the colleges
were coeducational; two were colleges only for women. Two of
the colleges had been established in the 1960s; one of these had to
close its doors in 1973 and the other in 1974. But one of the
c011eges was almost 150 years old when it closed and another was

nearly 100 years old.
The two colleges founded in the 1960s were colleges that probably never should have been created at all. In one instance, an
attractive location noted primarily for its recreational interest was
selected as a site for a college. A retired faculty member living in
the area undertook to translate some vague local interest into the
reality of a college operation. In the other instance, a small community identified by a church survey as an appropriate location
for a college became the site of a college largely because of the extesive efforts of a local minister. Both colleges were founded in
the early 1960s when national attention had been drawn to the
possibility of a shortage of opportunities for college students. By
the early 1970s that shortage no longer existed.
In one instance the curriculum of the new college was quite
traditional in scope and form. In the other instance the
curriculum was quite innovative. Neither arrangement attracted
the number of s'idents expected according to the original and optimistic enrollment projections. The one academic program was
not sufficiently different from programs available in many other
colleges. A nearby and well-established college doubled its enrollment during the years of the 1960s, in part by offering some variety of undergraduate progranis mostly oriented toward career objectives. The new college, without any definite curriculum plan
and with only the conviction that a "liberal education" is useful,
was never able to develop the needed enrollment for a viable
operation. The innovative college was apparently regarded by
many as too different, as not having some definitely specified instructional objective. It never attracted the desired enrollment

either.
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The two-year college for women and the Catholic four-year
college for women were apparently outdated by the 1970s. Both
suffered enrollment losses after the mid 1960s. In one instance it
quickly became evident that a two-year independent college for
women could not compete for enrollment or support with a new
public community college. The new community college was more
responsive to the social expectations of the 1970s than the independent college for women was. In the instance of the Catholic
college, the hoped-for support from the Catholic community of a
large metropolitan area never materialized in the 1960s. New attitudes toward education and society on the part of-Catholic communicants and changing circumstances of the religious order
combined to make the college for women no longer viable. In
both instances the boards of trustees took action to recognize that
in neither situation was the college any longer a useful or needed
element in the tructure of American higher education.
In the fifth instance, one can only observe the tragedy of a
useful

college gone wrong. Poor leadership, bad financial

management, the smokescreen of publicity that created a false
image of prosperity, a board of trustees unable to cope with a
progressively deteriorating situation--all of these factors joined to
bring an end to a college that had had a history of solid performance. The only comment that seems adequate is to say that the
personality and integrity of presidents do make a difference. At
the same time one must express sympathy with a board of
trustees confronted with the difficult task of understanding the
difference between progress and bombast.

The Precipitating Events
In all five college closings an income-expenditure gap was the immediate event that precipitated the decision to cease operations,
In every instance also, enrollment had tended to decline and so to
reduce income. None of the colleges was able to reduce expenditures in the same proportion as the curtailment of income. As a
consequence, the gap between expenditures and income tended to
broaden, and the accumulated deficit in the current fund general
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account tended to become.larger each Near. In colleges with little
if any endowment or reserves, an accumulated deficit

can IN sus7

tained only for a limited period of time. Three years proved to be
that limit in these five instances.
A small enrollment is apparently not necesarily a certain predieter of college failure. In these five instances, two of the colleges
had fairly substantial' enrollment at one time, one with an enrollment of nearly 1,500 students and the other with an enrollment of
.over 5,000 students; The other three colleges
had peak
enrollments during the 1960s of 544, 455, and 385 students. When
these enrollments began to decline, regardless of the size of
the
peak. the college entered a period of financial stringency ending
with closed doors. Each college had built up an expenditure
level
that could be sustained only by a continuation of enrollment and

of student fee income provided by the peak enrollment. When
enrollments declined, expenditures were not cut proportionately.
Each college was thus launched on the course that led to demise.
In some instances it is relatively easy to identify the causes of
enrollment decline. The plans for a community college helped to
bring about enrollment loss at the two-year college for womt. a.
Unrealistic budget _plans based upon an enrollment projection
that was never realiz.ed, coupled with the loss of regional
accreditation and with extensive controversy about institutional
performance, seemed to spark enrollment decline at another
college. Location of a third college in a badly deteriorating neighborhood once occupied by upper middle class families, along with

newly expanded public higher education facilities, apparently
brought enrollment loss at another college. In the instance of the
two newly created colleges, enrollment was built to a high of 544
and 455- students respectively, but these peaks occurred in
one
year only. Enrollment then began to decline substantially. In both
instances the enrollment came almost entirely from out of state,
and presumably more extensive public facilities at less tuition cost
in various states helped to motivate students and their families
to
prefer higher education closer to home.
All five colleges had one characteristic in common. Not one
had any endowment of any size. One college obtained 95
percent
of its current operating income from charges to students.
The
other four were in the .90 percent bracket. Not even the two older
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colleges of considerable history had been successful in obtaining
any large gifts or bequests and in developing a helpful endowment. The college dependent upon student charges is not just
especially vulnerable to enrollment loss. Such colleges have also
been caught in the inflationary pressures and the rising costs of
operating common to all of higher education in the years after
1968.

Three of the colleges, moreover, had accumulated substantial
debt. Both new colleges had borrowed funds kom banks and insurance companies in order to finance the purchase of land and
the construction of buildings. One of the older colleges in its rush
to enrollment expansion did the same thing. In its last year of

operation, one of these colleges found itself with an annual
operating budget of $2.5 million, one-fifth of which was com-

mitted to debt service costs. With income down to less than $1.5
million in the final year of operation, this college could meet
neither current operating costs nor debt service expense.
There is considerable evidence of poor planning, poor
budgeting, and poor leadership in each of the closed colleges.

Perhaps the best of planning and budgeting and the most

dynamic leadership could not have reversed any of the situations
confronting these five c011eges. But when both adverse circumstances and poor management join hands, there is little hope
for-coHege--siifvivah-One--r.,ol/ege-hacl-fnur
No one of them was able to turn the tide. It might even be asked
whether or not any one of these presidents ever had time or opportunity to change the downward spiral.
In general, the faculty, staff, and students were aware of the
financial difficulties confronting each college. Perhaps the presidents did not reveal the fuH extent of impending disaster. But all
constituent groups were certainly informed of the dire financial
situation. Faculty salaries were not increased, some faculty and
staff payroll periods were missed or met only in part, appeals for
more gift support were directed to the respective communities. All
five colleges refrained from increasing student tuition charges
after 1968 because of the fear that higher charges would simply
bring about even larger enrollment losses.

No one seemed to have any solution to impending doom.

Students did little or nothing to encourage community support.
In all five communities, on the contrary, there was evidence of a
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grow:ng community disenchantment with student- behavir. The
wealihier families in each community seemed little disposed to
help the college fundraising efforts. In every nstance presidents
launched last minute desperation drives to raise current operating
gifts. In ,-..very instance these drives were failures.
Faculties were disturbed and anxious about the, financial difficulties of their respective colleges, but there is no evidence of any
faculty groups devising a plan to strengthen the financial condi-

tion of a college. After the event, various individual faculty

members (except in one instance) were quite critical of the failure

of presidents and boards to prolong the life or to bring new
health to the college. The only concrete action evident in these
criticisms was the observation of a few faculty members that, in-,
stead of reducing faculty salaries across the board, the college
should have terminated the appointments of
more faculty
members.

In every instance there was some criticism that boards of
trustees in the end acted deeisively without any warning and
withovt any faculty consultation. There is no-reason in any instance to believe that the closings could have been avoided by
such consultation, but some faculty members seemed to be disturbed by the absence of prior notice and discussion that the end
was at hand. Administrators generally indicated that the final action came too fast to permit any niceties of internal govtmance

Special Circumstances

Every college and university is a peculiar and unique enterprise.
For that reason some special emphasis must be given here to the
particular circumstances of each college closing. We have found
each case study to have its own individual elements of drama. It
would be interesting if each of these stories could be retold individually and separately. For reasons already mentioned, this
recounting is not possible. But perhaps some bit of the flavor of
the individual events can be suggested here.
One of the newly established colleges was essentially the creation of certain people interested in local development who joined
with a retired physicist to begin a college. The group decided that
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a college was a good thing for the community and that it would
bring additional income into an area largely dependent upon
tourism for its economic well-being. With some reluctance the
'physicist, who had his retirement residence in the area, agreed to
help start the college. The college began to operate in 1967 and
was closed in December, 1973. The land was purchased and the
buildings constructed with mortgage financing. The leadership of
the college was uncertain of institutional purposes, the college
was unable to obtain regional accreditation, the enrollment began
to decline in 1970, and in September, 1973, the board of trustees
announced that the college would close as of December. Bankruptcy papers were filed in the local court, the property was eventually sold for about a half million dollars, the indebtedness to
local banks was paid off. Other creditors, including faculty and
staff, received no payment for services and supplies provided in
the last six months. The students presumably enrolled elsewhere.

A nearby college offered to receive all students as transfer

students.

.The Catholic college for women in a large urban community
closed in the spring of 1975 after a considerable period of difficulty. The character of the neighborhood had radically changed,
and the religious order, unable to finance relocation of both the
college and an adjoining academy, relocated the academy rather
--ttra-n-t+te-ettilege,---They-appartruly--decided.ibe_ callege_migh_t_sur-

vive at tile existing site, but this expectation proved unrealistic.
Moreover, in the transition to governance by a board of trustees
on which lay members predominated and in the selection of a lay
president, the commitment of the order to the continuation of the
college may have suffered some diminution. In any event, communication between college management and the religious community became a problem. With an increase in the number of lay
faculty members, the financing of the college required increased
tuition charges to students. Enrollment began to decline in 1968;
and by the autumn of 1974 the number of students was 40 percent
below the peak figure of 1964.
It was generally known by 1974 that the future ol :he college
was precarious. A fundraising drive was undertaken but failed to
reach its objectives. When it became apparent that the college
might have to close, there was some.talk by one or two legislators
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of the area about finding state assistance, but this
prospect quickly proved to be illusory. There was no leadership in
the general
neighborhood interested in maintaining the college, and in the
larger metropolitan area there proved to be very little
interest in
its continuation. An effort to interest another higher education institution in the property failed when it was decided that
the location presented too many problems. As a consequence, the board
of trustees voted by a four-to-one margin to close the
college. The
lay faculty and staff lost their jobs. the students were left to enroll
elsewhere. and the disposition of the property was still to be
determined in mid-I976.

The two-year college for women had a very different experience. Essentially the problem was whether to continue in
operation or to sell the campus to a newly created community
college district. The state government had embarked in the 1960s
upon an extensive program of community college development,
and the state junior college board had decided to locate a community college in the city where the independent college was
located. The independent college launched a fundraising campaign to provide financial security for the college, but the effort
was a failure; it reached only 30 percent of its objective. The
college then began to explore the possibility of some kind of
cooperative arrangement with the community college. After some
_montbsof---negotiatiorttheboard---of--trustees -decidedlb-at 'The
preferable course of action was simply to close the college and to
sell the entire,.property to the state for the use of the local community college, This opportunity to sell the property was the
deciding factor in the determination to close the college.
The negotiation of the sale proceeded quite smoothly, without
any bitterness or rancor. The entire faculty was absorbed by the
community college and all students who wished to transfer were
accepted. All the Aaff, with the exception of the president and the
housemothers. was employed bv the new college. The independent college received nearly five million dollars for the property
and, after..payment of ail obligations, transferred the remaining
cash assets to a newly created foundation, named for the college,

promoting education for women. The foundation has made
various grants to colleges and universities for projects and has
provided assistance also to the community.college. By 1975 new
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buildings had been built on the campus and the enrollment of the
community college had risen to over 5,000 students, compared
with 250 women enrolled in the last year of operation by the independent college. The community was quite enthusiastic about
the transformation. Educational opportunity in the comniunity
had not been contracted but had been greatly expanded.
An innovative college opened in 1966 near a city of some
30,000 population hid quite a different history. Initially encouraged by church sponsor.hip, the college was foundvd as an indett+
pendent rather than as a church-related institution. Considerable

attention was given to careful planning of a curriculum that
would be different. In due course a campus was built, a faculty
was recruited, students enrolled, and accreditation obtained. But
the college was never able to become a viable educational enterprise in financiakerms. A student-faculty ratio of ten to one was

expensive to maintain. A combined nine months charge to
students of $3,100 was relatively expensive, especially when combined with travel and personal costs. Enrollment reached a peak
of 455 students in 1969 and then steadily declined to around 200.
The college never had any real tie to the community other than

geographical proximity. The community was in process of
developing a community college when the independent college
was started. The independent college sought a student body from
--nationT not-from-the -tommtmity-of-the-state,---7

No more than 5 percent of the students were ever enrolled from
the state where the college was located. The plant was developed
with borrow:A funds, and the hoped-for gifts in sizable amounts
were not forthcoming.
Financial disaster overtook the college in the autumn of 1974
and the institution was thrown into bankruptcy to protect the in-

vestment of a local bank in the property. A court-appointed
trustee was named to manage the property, and alternative use of
the plant was carefully explored. Such possible uses as that of,a
_state police academy, a community college campus, a branch
campus of a state university, and a branch campus of an independent university were all given consideration. None of these possible uses had materialized as of the spring of 1976, and a desirable
economical operation of the plant was still being sought.

Bankruptcy costs were running around $15,000 a year, plus
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maintenance and security of the proPerty. There was.no hope of
paying off the creditors, including faculty and staff, until the
property itself could be disposed of.
One of the motivating forces in the creation of this innovative
college.was the ostensible desire to establish a new "independent"
college. The argument was used that students ought to have a
choice between a public university and an independent college. It
was 'also claimed that the independent i.-:,11ege could and would
emphasize the humane values of liberal learning. The independent
college would stress the worth and the dignity of the individual.
The low ratio of students to faculty would encourage more active
participation of students in the teaching/learning -ocess. Faculty
members would be recruited who were Coriluii'.;/ to undergraduate education rather than to research and p,. ),
These arguments may have been intended more to rt.'tel.'!: arge
gifts than to recruit a
eirollrnent. A vigorous and
case was needed for a
nd innovative college. In one
the case was apparently socce-.ful in attracting the i7aerz:st e.rid

support of one general p;:pf-

foundation, but

.:onti..t.g.:0

reliance upon this one souNc: n g:ft assistance proved -.'iastrous
when that support was terminated
1973.
This experience raises especi.
a question about th-: fate .fim
novative undergraduate educat.r. Two aspects of innovation
_were-evident-in-tlie-his-tofy-cif-mi-s-pariituiar co-beg:The riu m be r
of students who could be recruited, even on a nationwide basis, to
enroll in a purposefully different kind of
undergraduate

curriculum proved to be disappointingly small. It appeared that
educational planners are disposed to be more enthusiastic about
innovation than are students. Secondly. it quickly became evident
that the kinds of students attracted to an innovative college tend
to be different from other students, not just different in intellec.tual interest but markedly different in appearance and beht.:viOr.
The appearance and behavior of the students tended to alienate
rather than to attrai.:t the community. The prevailing opinion in
the community as sampi,:d by our study seemed to be that the
stud-tits were all "hippies."
fifth college wc studied will be identified }.y name because
th whole episode :las had so much nationwide pu.l,licity. Parsons
Co'leiT in Fairild. Iowa. was thrown into bankruptcy by exter81

.

nal creditors, particularly two large insurance ccapanies, on June
I. 1973. There is no need to recount the Parsons College story
rewarding in
here. But our study of this particular episode
several ways. The.re are aspects of the Parsons College story that
have not been clearly understood, depite all the publicity.
A careful examination of the zcord indicates that the innovation in class size and in instructional procedure had little to do
with the Pary)ns collapse. The fact that Parsons College was a
second-chance college had little to do with the college's demise,
although the enrollment drawing power of a second-chance institution began to decline after 1969 and 1970. The problems at
Parsons College were essentially two-fold: financial mismanagement and a very substantial gap between what the president said
he was doing and what he was actually doing. As early as 1961 we
found that the faculty had petitioned the board of trustees to
evaluate carefully the performance of the president. The board
did not do so. North Central probation forParsons College came
At
in 1963; North Central accreditation was withdrawn in 1967.
the
president
to
this
action
first the response of the college and
was the initiation of legal action against the North Central
Association. The final response of the board of Arustees was to
terminate the employment of the president.
Although Parsons College struggled valiantly after 1967 to

overcome the accumulated consequences of-eieven-years-of-rnis
management, there proved to be no successful way out of the
current
financial complexities of a large debt, substantial
operating expense, and declining enrollment and tuition income.
North Central accreditation was-regained in 1970, but this action

was not sufficient ir itself tc overcome the basic difficulties of

financing. Parsons College had been essentially an institution
with a Iotal and area orientation from 1875 to 1955. Suddenly,
overnight, the college was transformed into an institut:on attracting nationwide attention bt.::ause of the claim that the college
had disc..wered the magic road to economic self-sufficiency based
upon tuition income. Lir a trie, expanding student enrollment
claim.
and an expanding physical plant lent some credence to the
Eventually the financial facts of the situation revealed otherwise.

The Parsons College bu'rd-ile burst, and no sustained recovery
proved possible.
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At its peak the college had an.enrollment of 5,000 students who
were spending at least three million dollars annually in the community. The college employed a total of 800 people and had an

annual operating budget of

S14

million. For a time Parsons

College brought considerable prosperity to the local community.
The population of the town declined 25 percent after the downfall
of the college.

The trustee in bankruptcy sold the library holdings to a state
university in Texas. Students and faculty members scattered after
1973. Toe trustee rented the property in 1974 to Maharishi International University, with some understanding about eventual rental or purchase of the plant. We found that after some misgivings
about both the organization and the kind of students the university might attract. the community had.been quite reassured by actual contact and was prepared to welcome the new endeavor. The
contrast of 1976 with the turbulent years of the 1960s was indeed
notable.

Summary
Business failures are a common phenomenon of the economic
system. There is no reason why such failures may not also occur
in the hi Ole Led_u.cat i.o.n_sy.s.t.ein_Primate_eitterprise-in-higher-e-duca

tion involves risk, and rigk means the possibility of failure as well
as of success. There appears to be no particular reason why a ven-

ture in higher education must be certain orsuccess.
Our study orfive college closings in the independent sector of
the higher education system revealed certain generalities and certain individualities. All five colleges closed because their financial
circumstances did not permit continued operation. All five
colleges were largely dependent upon student tuition charges for

current operating income. All five colleges sought endowment
and gift support but for various reasons were unsuccessful in this
quest. The leadershil, and the management circumstances of each

college contributed to eventual failure.
Enrollment size as such did not appear to be the controlling
factor in the closings. Enrollment decline was the cause of disaster. No matter how smntl'orlum large, when a college begins to
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lose enrollment it begins to experience financial and manlgement
troubleS.

The ciilleges had their peculiar circumstances as well..In one instance a small two-year college for women was no longer a 1,/able
enterprise in a particular community; it was replaced by a -public
community college that is apparently thriving in terms of enr011-

ment and communi'y interest. A four-year dtatholic college for
women suffered a loss of enrollment arising from an unsatisfactory location in,a large central city-of a metropolitan area, alongwith changing circumstances within the religious community
sponsoring the college and within the larger community of the
Catholic population.
Two newly created colleges were thought to be desirble early
in the 1960s but were not needed in the 1970s. One college lacked

a carefully articulated educational mission and program: The
other college had such a carefully articulated mission and
program but lacked students. Both closed their doors in
bankruptcy.

The Parsons College story is still different from any of the
others. The lesson may well be a dilemma: how to distinguish
charismatic leadership of integrity from Aarismatic leadership
without integrity. Discrimination between the two types of
leadership may well be difficult, especially when particular
audiences are hearing what they want to hear.
Perhaps the principal conclusion is a simple one. The socialex-

pectations about higher education do change. When these
changes occur,-all higher education confronts troublesome issues
of adjustment and retrenchment. The colleges at the margin of the
higher education endeavor are likely to be the ones to fail, to have

to close their doors. And the principal vehicle of failure

is

bankruptcy. Bankruptcy may be followed by revival, or new use.
But there is no guarantee that from bankruptcy new educational
endeavor will follow.
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SIX

The Do's and
Don'ts of Mergers
Although this limited number of case.studies of mergers and
closings may not provide an adequate base for generalizations, we

would like to present some

common sense guidelines, for
....nlerg,ersklerr_artsorne-procodural--and-subf.tantive- proposals
a nd cautionsfor academic administrators who may toy with the
nossibility of a changed status.

Do Recognize the Signs of Weakness

Administrators in bureaucracies, including the "organized anarchies" of colleges and universities, often see their first obligation
to be perpetuation of the enterprise. Boards of trustees are likely
to pursue the same objective. Local economic and other interests
may push for survival. But colleges can only endure in an economy of change, price inflation, and varied patterns of resource
allocation if they adjust effectively to different social expectations and different circumstances of cost and income. Adjustment
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may take various forms, including increased cooperation among
various institutions. Adjustment may include merger or closing.
And mergers and closings have been characteristic of the history
of higher education in the United States for nearly two hundred
years.

The signs of weakness are these:
Planned purposes are no longer viable and have not been
replaced with new plans for new purposes.
Program objective's are not .being accomplished and cannot
be accomplished with currently available resources.
Enrollment is declining, or no longer increasing.
Current operating expenditures exceed current operating income.
Management

of the enterprise

lacks

the dynamic of

leadership: the capacity to inspire new effort, to bring about

change, to demonstrate integrity of purpose, to produce
needed income.

Don't Expect a College or University to Survive Just
Because It Existsar-x4--boa-Fd.s

that because a college or university exists, it will always exist. The
fact is that existence is not necessarily a guarantee of survival. In-

telligence that accepts change as a biological and social reality
sometimes seems.,unable to accept the reality of higher 'e-ducation

change. Moreover, because a college is small it is not thereby
assured of survival. On the contrary, smallness may be a liability
rather than an asset. William Shoemaker of the Council for the
Advancement of Small Colleges has counted 1,483 independent
colleges and 'universities in the United States. He found that
1,308 or 88 percent. of these had an enrollment of under 2,500
students. and that 942 or 63 percent had an enrollment of fewer
than 1,000 students.* In turn, Lupton and his associates in their

*A GB News Note.s, July 1976.
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study for the New Jersey Commission on Financing Post-

Secondary Education found that nearly 65 percent of all institu-

,tions of higher education with an enrollment of under 1,000
students were unhealthy or relatively unhealthy in their financial
condition.* Lupton and associates also found independent insti-

tutions more likely to bc in financial difficulty than public institutions. baccalaureate colleges more likely to be in financial difficulty than other kinds of institutions, church-related institutions
more likely to be in financial difficulty than non church-related
institutions, and single-sex institutions more likely to be in financial difficulty than coeducational institutions.
The small independent college may have two or three basic
financial weaknesses. It is likely to havea high expenditure per

student, both in terms of total expenditures and in terms of
educational and general expenditures. It is likely to be very heavily dependent upon charges to students '':)r operating income, and
therefore vulnerable to enrollment decline and the competition of

low-priced public higher education. It is likely to have a high
proportion of its operating expenditures in "fixed" costs, such as
academic support. student services, plant operation, institutional
support, auxiliary enterprises, and debt service. In a study of six
independent baccalaureate colleges. Norman A. Parker found,
.that the larger the FTE student enrollment, the smaller tig:
,
Tr
15oportion
or total expenditures required
for support costs.**
The largest college, with an enrollment of 2.700 students, spent 49
percent of its operating budget on support programs. including
auxiliary enterprises and .student aid. The smallest college, with
an enrollment of 990 stucyr6. had a comparable ratio of 58 percent.

.Merger may be the desirable response to some of-these circumstances.

*Andrew H. Lupton, John Augenhlick, and Joseph Heyison, "The Financial
State of Higher Education." Change, vol. 8 (September 1976), p. 21.

**Norman A. Parker, A Study of the Support Operations of Independent
Liberal Arts Colleges Vashington: Academy for Educational Development,
1975).
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Do Consider Merger as a Potential Good
Merger with another institution may be preferable to closing and
bankruptcy. Merger may be the means to achieving the mission of

an institution more effectively. Merger may be the means to
developing enhanced quality in the performance of educational
programs. Merger may be the means to larger enrollment and reduced costs per student in the performance of support programs.
Merger may be the means to diversification of program and student clientele. Merger may be the means to expanded financial
resources. Merger may be the means to continued use of facilities
for higher education purposes. Mergers may be a means to liquidating a deficit and to paying off creditors-. All of these objec-

tives in merger should be continually borne in mind in higher
education planning.

It has been suggested on occasion by some government
planners and consultants that all colleges and universities ought
to have contingency plans for possible failure in their efforts at
survival. Some persons refer to these contingency plans as
"doomsday" plans. Most college and university administrators are
reluctant to prepare contingency plans. They fear that such plans
may actually help bring about the unhappy circumstances they
project. They: believe such plans may arouse special anxieties
,

within the inStitution. They think that knowledge of such plans
may discourage student enrollment, governmental grants, and
philanthropic support. Administrators prefer to be optimistic and
to plan for survival. Only when survival becomes clearly impossible are such administrators ready to plan for merger or closing.
It may well be that certain circumstances that encouraged
mergers in the 1960s will not be repeated in the late 1970s or in
the 1980s. The transfer of independent status to public status, especially for universities in major urban areas having an urban service mission. was a desirable and feasible act in the years when
public higher education was undergoing substantial expansion. A
time when public higher education enrollment is expanding only

slowly, or even declining, is not a period when governors and
statc legislators will look with favor upon merging independent
institutions in a state system of higher education. Two mergers
scussed in this study were of this type, and such mergers may
well be no longer needed.
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In the 1960s the federal government had a definite .policy of
seeking to expand the quality of some universities in oider to expand the national capacity for basic research and the education of
top scientific and engineering talent. "University science development" through institutional grants to a selected number of universities was a major objective. Two mergers included in this
study were of this type, and such mergers may well no longer be
needed.

It seems likely that financial stringency and the need to reduce
costs per student may be the major reasOn for consideration of
mergers in the future. If this prospect should hold true. the Advantage of merger would still deserve careful exploration.and
could be beneficial in realizing one or more objectives concerned
with institutional survivaLand appropriate use of property.

Don't Plan a Merger With the Anticipation of Faculty,
Student, or Alumni Approval
Presidents and boards of trustees plan mergers. If excluded from
such planning, ticulty members ar.e likely to feel th'at their proper
role in governance of the institution has been slighted or ignored
Students also tend to believe that they should participate in such
-andtho-cealtWirWlibEontribute to the institution or
otherwise have had some role in institutional activities are likely
to txpress the opinion that they should be consulted in smile way.
In fecent years in particular, participation in decision making by
various internal constituencies or groups of the academic community has been a common expectation and a. yrly widespread
- practice. Often participation in decision making i considered also
to extend to the planning that precedes decision.
The experience in mergers suggests that faculty, students, and
alumni can. be expected to be opposed to a merger. Faculty in
particular fear merger if their institution is smaller than the institution with which merger is contemplated. Even faculty
members in the larger institution may feel concerned lest they be
expected to absorb as colleagues persons whom they have not selected and have not approved of. Faculty members are concerned
about rank, tenure, compensation, and general status in the in89
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stitution of which the y. are a part. In practice, our evidence
suggests that faculty of a smaller institution absorbed in a larger
institution find their new environment less congenial and less
satisfying than the one they formerly knew. Only a few make a
satisfactory transition. Moreover, in the 1970s and 1980s, when
mergers may arise from circumstances of financial exigency, the
services of many faculty members in the merged institution may
not be needed, or may not be financially feasible.

Students likewise tend to think the academic enviroianent
where they' are enrolled is better than a larger, quit, different ,:nvironment. Much as students may like to complain abeilt all the
unsatisfactor y. aspects of the college where they ale enroiled. :hey
seem to prefer the dissatisfactions with which they are fani;1.; r to
the dissatisfactions with which they are not familiar. In those instances where merger involved consolidation, we found generally
that only a few students actually transferred to the new institution. Students were more likely to go someplace else, someplace

they perceive as more like the institution where they were
previously enrolled.
Alumni also tend to have a strong sense of identification with

the institution which they attended and from which they may
have obtained a degree. They are less than enthusiastic about being absorbed into a larger body. And again, especially in consolidations involving independent institutions, we observed a tenden-

cy for the new or successor institution to make some special
effort to cultivate and retain the interest and loyalty of the alumni
of the former institution. This effort might include retention on
the staff of an administrative officer concerned with the alumni
relations of the previous institution_and some special designation

or status for the actively interested alumni of the institution.
While the opposition of faculty, students, and alumni may be
anticipated, their assistance in preventing or overcoming the circumstances that may lead to planning for merger cannot be
counted upon. Here is one of the ironies of merger experience.
Faculties, students, and alumni may not like the idea of merger,
but these groups may not have any counter plan to offer that is
realistic and possible of execution. To avoid the pressure of financial difficulty, a college or university must increase enrollment,
provide new services at a price sufficient to meet direct and in90
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direct costs, reduce expenditures, or obtain enlarged gift support.
Indeed, some combination of all of these actions may be
necessa ry.

Unfortunately, faculty, students, and alumni may have little
assistance to give to presidents and boards on any of these needed
actions. Faculty members are reluctant to cut expenditures, unless
the cuts are made in support programs. I.ater they may complain

about the inadequacy of support services. Moreover, faculty
members seldom help to recruit students: recruitment is an administrative chore. Students are opposed to increased tuition
charges, and are often of limited assistance in helping to enlarge
enrollment. Students are apt to believe that the current enrollment, whatever it is, is about right, if indeed it is not too large.
Alumni who have been cultivated for years in the financial support of an ihstitution are not likely suddenly to increase that support: and if the alumni have not been cultivated it may well be

too late to do so when crisis is imminent.
Regardless of the complications involved, the advice still cannot be offered to exclude faculty, students, and alumni from insti-

tutional planning or institutional budgeting. On the.contrary, if
these groups have been included fully in institutional planning
and budgeting over a period of time, the circumstances that
suggest the need for merger should come as no shock. Current
trends in higher education governance have encouraged greater

faculty, student, and alumni participation in discussion of institutional affairs. Administrators and boards may have been at
fault in the past in not sharing their problems with all constituent
groups of the academic community. This situation was evident in
several

of the merger circumstances we studied. The more

--successful! y--- a cco mplis hat --mergers were- t hosewheresome
preparation for change preceded the fact of change.

Do Define the Objectives of Merger
The objectives of a merger may be several. In this study we found
various objectives: the acquisition of resources necessary to fulfill
an urban mission, the consolidation of complementary institutions in order to develop additional resources for educational
91
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quality. the consolidation of complementary public institutions
into a comprehensive university serving the same urban community. the transformation of single-sex institutions into
coeducational institutions, the consolidation of like institutions in
.

the same urban community to achieve educational strength and to
obtain economies in support costs; and the acquisition of useful
property while paying off creditors who might otherwise go financially unsatisfied. Any one or any combination of these objectives
may be sufficient cause for seeking a merger.
It may be argued whether or not all of these outcomes should
be labeled "meigers." In one instance a president found it more

acceptable internally to refer to the action of merger as federation. In another instance one party to the transaction perceived
the action as merger, while the other party came to view the
transaction simply as one of purchase of desirable property at the
price of payment sufficient to satisfy all creditor claims against
the debtor institution.
The difficulty about terminology seemed to reflect primarily a
confusion of objectives, or a misunderstanding about the nature
of the transaction being entered into. In the haste with which
merger was planned in certain instances, considerable opportunity
was presented for confusion about the objectives, or the expected
outcomes, of merger. The process of negotiation involving differ-

ent interests and purposes on the part of the two parties to the
transaction helped to generate somewhat different expectations
about outcomes. With, a difference of purpose between the parties, perhaps some confusion about expectations was inevitable.
The fact that planning for merger may and does tend to arouse
opposition among some groups of an academic community may
--e-rfe-ciiirage-Tefirerah-c-e-t oa-rti-c-u

e 0- bject iv-eset-ea-ay: Some con f az

sion of purpose may allay hostile action designed to prcvent
merger. Some confusiohof purpose may afford an opportunity to

offer varying interpretations of expected outcomes in order to
placate opposing individuals and groups. Some confusion of purpose may even arise simply because the objectives to be achieved
appear different to different groups.

It seems readily evident that the institutional perspective of
presidents and boards of trustees is quite different from that of
faculty members students, and alumni. Presidents and boards are
92
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concerned about institutional mission in a broad sense, about
program objectives in general terms, about institutional quality as

a whole, about institutional effectiveness in the utilization of
available resources in total, about institutional viability in matching all expenditures with general and restrie44:d income. All of

these concerns are shared only in a limited way by faculty,
students, and alumni. These groups are essentially individualistic
rather than institutional in their point of view. The members of

these groups tend to be concerned about their individual role,
their individual status, their individual future. The teaching learning process is an individualized relationship of faculty
member and student. The research and public service processes
reflect the competence of a single person, or of a small team of
persons. The alumni relationship testifies to a remembered past
valued for some particularized benefit. None of these roles is
oriented to a concern for institutional welfare as such.
Perhaps it is unrealistic to expect faculty members, students,
and alumni to share the same understanding of institutional wellbeing Js that shared by presidents and boards of trustees. Perhaps
no matter how carefully presidents and boards seek to clarify the
objectives of merger, no shared understanding of a shared purpose is possible. If purpose is not shared, it is difficult indeed to
achieve a shared understanding.
One may ask what ought to be the objectives of merger. To this

question surely no standard answer can be offered. Objectives
may be different in different circumstances. Obviously all merger
experience seems to have at least two characteristics in common.
One characteristic is some degree of strengthening for the
.succes_sor institution in meeting the changing circumstances and
changing social expectations of the future. A second characteristic
is the strengthening of financial viability, or the financial satisfaction of creditors.
From an institutional point of view it seems unfortunate that
faculty members, students, and alumni do not clearly understand
that ipstitutional strength cannot be preserved or advanced unless

continual efforts are made to accomplish this purpose. And it
seems unfortunate that faculty members, students, and alumni do
not clearly understand that without income equal to costs there is

no 'future for a college, or for a university. If the objectives of
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operation are not clearly perceived by all constituent groups,
there should be little surprise that the objectives of merger are not
clearly understood.
It would be useful if mergers could be planned and presented in

as positive a fashion as possible. In some instances it may be
preferable to speak of federation instead of merger. In some instances it may be preferable to speak of merger rather than of
closing and sale of property. In some instances it may be preferable to speak of merger rather than of transfer from independent
lo public sponsorship. Since we live in a communication world of
stereot.vpes and labels, it is probably necessary in a planning and

negotiation process to use terms with the greatest possible
positive connotation for the intended purposes.
Moreover. it should be remembered that outright closing and

bankruptcy remain an alternative to merger. Fear may be an
undesirable motivating agent for action, but realism. in higher
education calls for acknowledgment of the fact that colleges do
close, do go into bankruptcy. A merger that preserves the
educational use of property, that strengthens a successor institution, that provides employment for some part of the staff of the
merged institution may still be preferable to closing and
bankruptcy.
Finally, the objective of merger needs to be defined in terms of

its impact upon the community in which higher education institutions are located. In studying two situations where plans for
merger did not result in the action of merger, we found two principal stumbling blocks. If merger involves closing an institution in
one community and moving operations to another Community,
the_first_community_wilLexercise_alL possible kve rage t o pre ve n t

such action. The disadvantaged communit, economically and
educationally will seek to prevent such a merger if there is any

way to do so. A merger of administration and of support
operations with continuation of educational service in the locality
might have saved this merger effort. In the other insPnce. there
was a fear of a loss of unique identity in the event ri urger. The
practical advantage of merger .in achieving some
ting econof unique
omy was acknowledged, but the surrender of det
educational role seemed too high a price to pay. k ...tie institutions involved decided to make yet a further effort to ¶rnance their
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own particular role. Merger was postponed for consideration in a
later, more desperate circumstance.

Don't Plan a Merger in the Expectation of Miracles
Mergers don't accomplish miracles. A merger provides simply a

new set of circumstances that offer new opportunities for accomplishment, and perhaps new pitfalls for failure. The expectation in mergers often is that everyone involved will suddenly have
new advantages. This expectation is entirely unreasonable.
Mergers always have a price. The price to be paid is often not
clearly perceived, or is not clearly defined in the merger process.

There are no miracles in higher educatioa, and there are no
miracles in the merger of higher education institutions.
It is unrealistic to expect that an independent institution, when

it becomes part of a state university system, can continue to
behave and operate as if it were still an independent institution. It
is unrealistic to expect two somewhat different public institutions
to be merged into a comprehensive public university and to con-

tinue to operate as

before. It is unrealistic to expect two

somewhat similar independent institutions to be merged into a
single institution and to continue all programs unchanged. It is
unrealist:.: to expect two single-sex institutions to be merged into
a coeducational institution and Lo continue to operate in the same
way as before. It is unrealistic to expect two institutions to merge
because one is in financial difficulty and then for the successor
institution to continue the programs and the policies that brought
_about_ the fina.ncial difficulties_inAhe- first_place. It-is-unrealistic-to---

expect two complementary institutions to be joined into one and
then to continue to behave as if the merger had never occurred.
Mergers are desirable, even necessary, in certain particular circumstances. But the thrust to merger is an acknowledgement that
gome difficulties are apparent in separate operation. Merger then
attempts to overcome these perceived difficulties. Mergers are not
planned when all is well. Mergers are planned when there are
troubles, either immediate or in the foreseeable future. Mergers
cannot overcome difficulties by preserving the past. Mergers are
intended to bring about change. To expect otherwise is to believe
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in miracles. And miracles today appear to be in short supply, especially in higher education.

Don't Expect the Postmerger Experience to Be Painless
Just as it takes time to accomplish the objectives of merger and to
evaluate the results achieved, so also must it be recognized that
there is no such thing as a painless merger of two colleges or universities..There is a price to be paid for a merger, and that price is
change. The circurnstances of two institutions after merger cannot
bg expected simply to veplicate the circumstances before merger.
Merger is an effort 'to accomplish change, perhaps several
changes. And change never affects all persons involved equally, or
necessarily improves the status of all persons.

In one instance we were told that the merger came about too
quickly. There was too little communication to faculty and staff

about the necessity for merger, and about the objectives of
merger. In another instance we were told that the merger took too
long to bring about, and the very period of indecision led to anxi-

eties and unrealistic expectations. The two quite different reactions to the timetable of merger simply emphasized that whether
or not accomplished in haste, mergers are likely to cause pain for
some participants.

Do Recognize that the Accomplishments of Merger Take
Time to Achieve
In a formal sense the merger of two colleges or universities can be
accomplished at a specified time. In an operational sense merger...,
takes much longer to achieve. All of the evidence in this study
suggests that from five to ten years may have to elapse before the
successor institution is an acceptable reality to faculty and
students. It may take even longer before alumni accept the fact
that their loyalty is desired and deserved by a different enterprise.
The formality of merger involves the legal definition of a new

organizational arrangement. The leadership structure of merger
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involves a single boaid of trustees aNcl a single executive officer.
The management structure of support programs involves a consolidation of academic support, student services, plant operation,
auxiliary enterprises, and institutional support. These aspects of

merger can be carried out in a fairly short period of time.
The troublesome part of a merger is the consolidation of
academic or instructional departments. As we have noted several
times already, faculty members tend to have little enthusiasm for
merger. and faculty behavior after merger tends to indicate this
absence of enthusiasm. Yet if merger is to be meaningful in an
operational sense in higher education, it necessarily entails the

joining together of faculty members into a new departmental
structure for the management of instructional, research, and
public service programs. This joining together is difficult in the
first instance, and eventually realizes some degree of stability and
acceptance only after the passage of several years. It is un-

reasonable to expect faculty members from two different institutions to join together freely and happily. The nature of
academic man is not so constituted.
In addition, it is unreasonable to expect students to accept

merger without complaint or resistance. Students who have
enrolled in one kind of institution of higher education tend to feel
some sense of betrayal when confronted with the reality of a new
and different kind of institution. Fortunately, a student genera-

tion, undergraduate or graduate, tends to pass from the academic scene within three years and new student generations are
encouraged to enroll in and to accept a ncw kind of institution.
The observations set forth here apply, of course, to a particular
kind of merger. the kind of merger that involves the actual cons-o I i cta-tiorro two-campuses-into-a-srngle-inst-rtrct-ional-e nterprise:-Some mergers analyzed here did not fit this kind of pattern; and
in those

instances both

faculty and student attitudes were

different from those just indicated. Yet even in these cases it took

time to adjust to the realities of a new organizational arrangement.

It is no exaggeration to say that most mergers take about ten
years for the wounds to heal and for the new realities to be generally acceptabk and workable for faculty, studerits, and staff.
For alumni memories ten years may not be enough time.
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Moreover, it may weH take ten years before a merger can be
evaluated carefully to determine whether or not the desired objec-

tives were realized. In one instance we had available to us the
report of a visit to an institution eight years after merger by a
regional accreditation team. The greater part of the report was
devoted to the subject of progress in realizing the objectives of
merger: the report was in effect an evaluation eight years after the
event. It was obvious that many faculty members had wanted to

talk about their real or perceived difficuhies in carrying out the
consolidation of two institutions. The report gave high praise to
the president for his sensitivity and caution in bringing about the
merger of the institutions.
In one instance we have found an elaborate and formal post-

merger agenda prepared b; a president and approved by the
board of trustees. This agenda set forth a time table for
departmental consolidation and then set various objectives
calculated to make this consolidation effective: vigorous effort to
recruit more students, expanded research activity, new instróctional programs, enlarged governmental grant support, increased
gift support, a careful assessment of quality accomplishments, a

strengthening of departments judged not to meet desired stanthirds of performance, an improved informational program to
enhance the institutional reputation and public image, and introduction of a long-range planning process involving participation
of all groups in the academic community. This postmerger agenda
and its effective communication throughout the institution

appeared to do much to focus faculty attention on the opportu-

nities of the future rather than upon the complexities cf the
present.

To conclude, then, the negotiation of a merger is an important
option for coHege or university management. While it may be true
that mergers are not simply procedures, that they usually are considered in times of trouble, that they bring change often painful to
aH constituencies of the institution, it is also true that mergers can
preserve the educatioaal use of property, that they can strengthen
a successor institution, that they can provide continued employment for part of the staff of the merged institution, and that they
may well provide,expanded educational" opportunity in a community.
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A. Check List for
Merger Situations
This check list might be used by a board of trustees or others in

evaluating the desirability of or need for merger with other
colleges or universities. We have attempted to suggest some of the
major questions an institution must answer; the particular situation of an institution will present others. If a board of trustees or
others do not know how to evaluate the answers to questions like

these, the institution needs help, and quickly.

I. What Is the Current Operating Situation?

1-. Whatisthe ratio-- ofcurrentoperating expenditures
divided by current operating income?
2.

What is the ratio of total current operating expenditures per student divided by total current operating
income per student?

3.

What is the ratio of student fee income divided by total
educational and general income?

4.

What is the historical experience in the relationship of
expenditures to income for the past five years?

5. What proportion c: educational and general expenditures is rcquired for mandatory transfers for debt service?
6.

What proportion of educational and general expen-

ditures is required for support services (academic sup-

port, student services, plant operation, institutional
support, and mandatory transfers)?
II. What Is the Current Enrollment Situation?
I.
7.

What has been the trend in autumn head-count enrollment over the past five years?
What has been the trend in autumn full-time equivalent student enrollment over the past five years?

3. What has been the trend in full-time autumn enrollment of students 18 to 21 years of age for the past five
years?

4. What has been the trend in part-time students over 21
years of age for the past five years'?
5. What is the trend in enrollments by instructional
programs for the past five years?
6. What is the trend in admission inquiries, admission
acceptances, and actual freshmen enrollment over the
past five years?
7. What is the trend in the quality of admissions in terms
of test scores and rank in class over the past five years?
What Is the Current State of Academic Competition
in the Geographical Area?
I. What other collegcs
universities are located nearby?
2.
3.

What competing ..astructional programs do these
colleges and univerlities offer?
What are the financial and enrollment trends in these
colleges and universities?
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4.

What consideration has been given to interinstitutional cooperation in the area? What cooperatib., ventures have been undertaken?

5.

What studies might be made looking to increased
cooperation and mutual reduction in costs?

6.

What is likely to be the competitive situation five years
from now?

IV. What Is the Current State of Academic Planning in
the Institution?
I.

What plans arc being considered to change the mission
of the institution'?

What plans are being considered to change programs

in instruction. research, public service, and student
financial a id?
3.

What plans are being considered to stabilize objectives
and costs of support programs?

4.

What plans are being considered to develop new or
expanded programs. and thereby to generate new
income?

5.

What plans are being considered to increase philanthropic support, and what are the prospects for such
increased support?

6.

What plans. are being considered to increase governmental support, and what are the prospects for such
increased support?

7.

What are the capital plant needs of the institution, and
what are the prospects for meeting these needs?

V. What Is the Current State of Academic Leadership in
the Institution?
I.

Is the academic leadership attuned to a changing environment and a changing set of social expectations for
the institutions?
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2.

Is the academic leadership innovative in responding to
current challenges?

3.

Does the academic leadership evidence integrity in its
planning, communicatinp, and reporting?

4.

Does the academic leader4iip have a reputation for
performance in the exv.iri.,/ community?

5.

Is the academic leadership generally acceptable to the
various constituent groups of the internal community?

,
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John D. Millen

John D. Mil lett, Senior Vice President of the Academy for
Educational Development and Director of its Management Division since 1972, acts as a consultant in management to colleges,
universities, and state systems of higher education. He, along with

the staff of the Management Division, conducted a three-year
program of continuing education and publications for college and
university administrators for the KellogLFoundation, undertook
a study of governance in higher educati&Isponsored by the Lilly

Endowment, and is currently involved in the development of
planning procedures for colleges and universities with the
assistance of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.
After serving on the staff of the Social Science Research Coun-

cil and the staff of the National Resources Planning Board in
1941, Dr. Mil lett was commissioned a major in the Army of the
United States in 1942; he was advanced to the rank of Colonel
and was decorated with the Legion of Merit. From 1946 to 1953

he was a member of the faculty at Columbia University; he
became professor of public administration in 1948.
Dr. Mil lett served as Pmident of Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio, from 1953 to 1964. During these years he was a consultant

to the University of the Phillipincs, a consultant to the Ford
Foundation, consultant to the Office of Education, a trustee of
both the College Entrance Examination Board and the Educational Testing Service, president of the State Universities Association and secretary-treasurer of the National Association of
State Universities. He was also active in two state government
bodies studying Ohio's problems in higher education.
In 1964, Dr. Millet became the first Chancellor for the Ohio
Board of Regents, a state board of higher education with planning and coordinating authority. He developed a uniform information system, a formula budgeting system, and two master plans
for higher education. He retired from this position in 1972.
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